Kelli Dance1
climbs up on the bar in my bare feet short skirt and tube top
rockin my body to the beat
D r a z: watchs the cute body rock in and out
kelli-: shakin my shoulders and head as I move down the bar
D r a z: watches her strutt to the beat
kelli-: dancing infront of they guys
kelli-: shakin my ass at them
daven14578: << holds up $20 bill for kelli
D r a z: claps to the beat as kelli entertains the guys
kelli-: smiles at dave
daven14578: smiles back at kelli
kelli-: lowers down to my knees
kelli-: to the bar
Devon26: watches intently
kelli-: leans over
kelli-: hands on the edge.. whispering.. you don't have to
daven14578: its my pleasure
kelli-: only one place to put it .. pushing my chest out with the two open buttons
daven14578: holds bill out playfully
daven14578: inserts bills
kelli-: smiles and waits
kelli-: leans down and plants a kiss on your cheek
kelli-: thank you
daven14578: big smile, ty
D r a z: winks watching kelli as te beat builds back up
kelli-: jumps up and dances infront of the guys
kelli-: hands over my head
kelli-: thrusting to the beat
kelli-: snake like body movements
kelli-: dances over infront of dave
daven14578: smiles
kelli-: doubles the beat with my hips front to back
daven14578: holds up a $50
kelli-: motions him toward me
daven14578: moves closer
kelli-: I need your help
D r a z: watches those barefeet dance along the bar
daven14578: with plesure kelli
kelli-: would you help me unzip this skirt?
kelli-: hips moving back and forth
daven14578: sure, leans in to slowly lower zipper
lostdad50: oh please!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
kelli-: picks up the beat
kelli-: letting the short skirt fall to the bar
daven14578: Kelli, you forgot something
daven14578: <<, holds up bill again
kelli-: tight bikini panties .. low cut .. now we have a place for it dave
D r a z: charges up the defib .....just in case
daven14578: good thinking
kelli-: smiles .. dances to the edge infront of dave
kelli-: planting my feet
daven14578: enjoys kelli's moves
daven14578: ans shapely form
kelli-: pushing my hips to the beat
AlderaanYavin: slips in beside scarlett....plenty of room in these big booths
kelli-:
kelli-:

daven14578: << private thoughts
kelli-: pick a spot .. giggle

getting naughty

slips 50 in waist band of panty
*waist*
kelli-: awwww..
kelli-: he's shy.. LOL
daven14578: who is?
kelli-: HAHAHAHAHA
daven14578: lol
daven14578: just making sure I stay on the right side of the rules
daven14578: hehehhehe
kelli-: moves to my knees leans forward .. kiss your lips.. thanx
daven14578: my pleasure sweetie
daven14578: exactly kelli!
kelli-: jumps up and dancing to the rhythm
D r a z: smiles and slapping the bar to the rythmn
kelli-: looks down at dave and giggles
daven14578: enjoys the view up
kelli-: I was born at night.. but not last night
kelli-: back to dave leans back and shakes my hair
daven14578: lets her hair fly in my face, wonderful aroma
D r a z: watches the tiny butt shake like crzy to the rythmn
kelli-: works into a wild dance to the beat
daven14578: wow, wonderful talent
kelli-: does a cartwheel on the bar down into splits .. waiting
kelli-: muuussiiccc
daven14578: << wishing he was bar top
D r a z: winks at kelli .......cutie
Centuritime: wishing i WAS the bar
kelli-: jumps and skips up the bar to the beat
kelli-: back infront of the guys .. shakin my ass
daven14578: huh, look at this, another 50
kelli-: the splits gave me a wedgie .. I leave it
D r a z: watching as she shakes like the little wildcat
kelli-: shaking hard and wiggling to the beat
kelli-: waves as I dance to the rhythm
kelli-: stomping the beat with my feet
kelli-: facing dave
daven14578: holds up bill
kelli-: hands on my hips.. leaning back
daven14578: oh my such a sight
kelli-: scooting forward with the beat
dirtyrpgirl: smiles and tries to hug the dancing kelli !!!!!!!!!!!.......gn sweetie
kelli-: waits
daven14578: reaches out
kelli-: blows a kiss to dg
kelli-: where this time shy guy?
kelli-: slowly moving to the new tune
kelli-: watching dave
kelli-: his hands .. his eyes
daven14578: reaches out lifts band aorund leg and slips in bill close to crotch
daven14578: but not too close
daven14578: lol
kelli-: smiles .. mmmmmm that's better
kelli-: laffs at dave
kelli-: punching the air to the beat
kelli-: slowly turns in dance
daven14578:
daven14578:

hips sway hard to the song
plant my feet facing the guys
kelli-: about a 2 feet apart
kelli-:
kelli-:

kelli-:

thrusting to the hard beat

daven14578: nice posture kelli
kelli-: slowly leaning back
kelli-: hands on my hips

jumps to the beat
feet beating out the rythm on the bar
kelli-: around and around
kelli-: hair flying
D r a z: sslaoppppppppps out the rythmn on the bar
kelli-: adjusts the tube top so I don't lose it
daven14578: holds up another 50
kelli-: button button don't fail me now
scarlett2angel: winks pop pop pop
kelli-: dancing over to dave
D r a z: hey hey hey ........... watches the struggle to keep everything together #
kelli-: wiggle and walking
kelli-: to the beat
daven14578: anticiapting
kelli-: hey .. Draz .. there isn't much but sheesh
D r a z: laffsssssss ... it all looks good kelli
kelli-: standing in front of dave.. music
kelli-: thrusting
daven14578: uses bill to wave you cloer
kelli-: watching his eyes and my thumbs slip into my waist band
daven14578: closer even
daven14578: uh uh
scarlett2angel: dave sure has some deep pockets
kelli-: slowly roll the band down one turn
daven14578: stands
kelli-: hips thrusting and dancing with my feet planted apart
daven14578: inserts in cleavge, careful not to disturb bottom button
daven14578: or not
daven14578: lol
scarlett2angel: what a shock he can stand after all that
kelli-: slowly rolls another turn
AlderaanYavin: sure beats my civil servant pay
daven14578: not well scarlett
kelli-: drops you my knees and puts my hands on daves shoulder
daven14578: smiling at kelli
AlderaanYavin: night lost
kelli-: whipsers.. you are too generous
kelli-: big wet kiss
daven14578: its the inspiration
daven14578: and talent
D r a z: hhhugsssss trisha drive safely
kelli-: thank you
scarlett2angel: kelli knows how to get the room going
kelli-: dancing on my knees .. shoulders moving to the beat
daven14578: kelli, you must need a drink by now, no?
kelli-: nipples plain to make out through the tube top
D r a z: waatches from down the bar as kelli shakes her assetts
kelli-: slowly shakes head no .. watching daves eyes
daven14578: wow, amazing
kelli-:
kelli-:

D r a z: kelli has more energy
daven14578: apparently so

than the energiser bunny

jumps up and keeps the beat
Draz.. may i have a damp towel please
D r a z: passes kelli a damp towel ...crazy little thing
kelli-: LAUGHS at the music
D r a z: laffssss
kelli-: thank you.. wipes my face and neck .
D r a z: ring a ding ...ding ....more more more
kelli-: pulls the towel around my back
kelli-: does the twist with the towel across my ass
Bad choice_1: very nice kelli
D r a z: watches that littleass ...... and the towel
kelli-: waves the towel over my head as I twist
D r a z: shes a crazy litte thing
daven14578: no towel snaps!
kelli-: towel down between my legs and up my back
kelli-: HAHAHAHA that was fun Draz
kelli-: pretends to dance with and invisible partner
D r a z: winks at kelli .....yoursigbnature tune .....that last one
kelli-: smiles over at Draz
daven14578: <<< wonders who is invisible partner is
kelli-: my towel
kelli-: giggle
daven14578: lol
D r a z: smies at the girl with fire down below and all over
kelli-: slow dancing with my towel
D r a z: watch em come .watch em go ...............burning down below
kelli-: starts to dirty dance with the towel
scarlett2angel: i have danced with many thngs but a towel is a first
D r a z: smiles as the towel slisp over the fire down below
kelli-: hump hump hump hump to the beat
daven14578: << wishing I was a 3foot long piece of cotton
D r a z: winks at scarlet
AlderaanYavin: if i just walk across the floor , id need a towel, lol
kelli-: turns and runs to the pole
scarlett2angel: smiles at my drinking buddy
kelli-: swings around and around
daven14578: wow amazing how does she do it?
kelli-: hangs upside down by my legs
kelli-: dancing upside down
kelli-: humping the pole
D r a z: watches keli with the fire at the top now
scarlett2angel: hands daven a 4 foot long towel you might need this
kelli-: slides down as the musice changes
kelli-: dancing hard
daven14578: ty scarlett
kelli-: hair flying
kelli-: back flip to the pole .. wrap my legs
D r a z: we are the blalck sheep tribe .........we are the crazy ones .........
scarlett2angel: yw
kelli-: pulls up slowly
daven14578: <<, clapping
kelli-: hugging the pole .. hips humping against it
D r a z: watchs kelli slide up the pole .........and humping the pole
daven14578: <<< scarlett was right, lays towel across lap for discretion purposes
kelli-: letting go with my hands and slowly moving to upside down hanging
kelli-:
kelli-:

kelli-: rocking the pole as I dance against it
D r a z: watching kelli hanging there ........

in rythm
all hanging there
daven14578: <<< clapping more enthusiastically
daven14578: whoo hooo
kelli-: catching myself on the floor with my hands and flipping to my feet into a wild dance
kelli-: lifting my legs high and stomping out the beat
D r a z: whoa yeahhhhhhhh ......dirty little girl .............. shes a drug that you need
kelli-: hands out shakin and shimmying
daven14578: can stomp me anytome sweetie
D r a z: shes only out to please ............. yeah its crazy world
kelli-: pulling daves money out of my top and putting it in my leg bands
kelli-: dancing with my feet as my hands make the tube top smaller
kelli-: watching dave and Draz
daven14578: watches intently to see how small she gets top
D r a z: stomping my feet to the beat woo hoo
kelli-: eyes get bigger as I slowly roll it down
daven14578: licks lips
daven14578: searching pockets
daven14578: cool.....
daven14578: holds upa 50
daven14578: holds up
kelli-: rocking to the beat round and round
kelli-: hands up
daven14578: hands up
daven14578: lol
kelli-: plants my feet and shakes to the beat
kelli-: leans back
kelli-: hair flying
kelli-: arms come down
kelli-: to my face
kelli-: shoulders
D r a z: watches kellli .......... as she dances to the beat
kelli-: collar bones
kelli-: hands grasp the tube top
kelli-: pulls with a snap as the button flies
daven14578: wooo hooooo
kelli-: waves it over my head as I dance around
daven14578: holds up bill for kelli
kelli-: breathing hard .. boobs rise and fall as I breathe
scarlett2angel: smiles as a button bounces off the wall and lands almost in a drink on the
bar
D r a z: look at kelli as she snaps the button ..... and passes her the LAB robe
kelli-: jumps up in the cage watching Draz
D r a z: plaaces a cold water on the bar ............
kelli-: dancing hard to the beat
kelli-: lots of hip and ass movement
D r a z: snaps the cage closed taking the robe
kelli-: oops .. sorry
kelli-: hands on my tummie as I dance in the cage
D r a z: winks at kelli as she dances in the cage
kelli-: up the front of me
kelli-: hips thrust to the beat
kelli-: lean back
kelli-: pick up the beat
D r a z: grisn as we watch kelli dance inthe cage
kelli-: hands cover boobs
kelli-: hips fucking the air

daven14578: smiles at kelli, winks
D r a z: go little bad girl go little bad

girl
smiles at Draz
turns back to
D r a z: shaking her ass to the right
daven14578: whoop whoop
D r a z: look at her go shes amazing
daven14578: she sure is Draz
D r a z: go little bad girl
kelli-: hands move down my hips.. taking the bikini panties with them
kelli-: to where my ass and legs meet
daven14578: gn scarlett thanks for the towel
kelli-: shaking my ass
kelli-: hands up on the bars of the cage and shaking .. flexing my ass muscles
kelli-:
kelli-:

blonde_genius:
blonde_genius:
D r a z:

hugs and a cheek kiss Alder
gn jack

watches the dirty dirtyy dirty dancer

daven14578: such sensual moves
kelli-: hips working in a figure 8
kelli-: slowly turning
kelli-: panties juuussst covering
D r a z: eyes the hips rotating
daven14578: not so much
kelli-: hands move down
kelli-: grasp the panties
daven14578:

damn, did not realize the time....
side.. down on the other

kelli-: pulls up on one
daven14578: stands....

smiles at kelli
blows kiss, thank you sweetie, it was a pleasur
kelli-: smiles at dave
kelli-: blows a kiss back
kelli-: awww
kelli-: pulls the panties over my ass
daven14578: morning come early here lol
kelli-: climbs out of the cage and grabs the robe
AlderaanYavin: need a drink BG?
kelli-: jumps to the floor
daven14578: walks to door slowly
kelli-: dave
daven14578: turns, yes?
D r a z: hands kelli a LAB robe
kelli-: thank you sooo much
kelli-: I have one on Draz
daven14578: no, no thank you sweetie, my pleasure. your are fantastic
daven14578: see younect time
kelli-: tippie toes up and give dave a kiss
daven14578: wow lol
daven14578: see you next time
daven14578: mm ty
kelli-: it's wednesday.. I'll be here all week come back .. LAFFS borrowing the comedians
line
D r a z: laffs kelli
daven14578:
daven14578:

blonde_genius:

hugs kelli....beautiful work, darlin'

hugs blonde back .. thank you
D r a z: wonderful danceing kelii .........you little miss dynmite
kelli-: whew.. that was a workout
kelli-:

kelli-: soooo much
D r a z: smiles and

fun
passes you the water on the bar

kelli-: thank you
D r a z: laffs you

look good up there
takes a big drink
kelli-: leans up from the stool and kisssss Draz.. coming from you guys .. that's a
compliment
D r a z: you did really great .............
kelli-: grabs my damp towel and wipes my face
kelli-: and chest
AlderaanYavin: good job tonight kelli....raises my glass....smiles
kelli-:

Kelli Dance2

finishes fixing my hair into a pony tail
mmmaayybbeee Gab
Gabriela92: kelli's theme on next, then... hahahaha
kelli-: kicks off shoes
D r a z: wildthing
kelli-: smiles at Gab and jumps up on the bar
Devon26: leans my back against my chair as i watch kelli
kelli-: shakes my ass to the guitar
kelli-: tight tight yoga shorts don't leave too much to the imagination
D r a z: watches the wild ass shake side to side to the beat
kelli-: swaying back and forth
kelli-: hands on hips .. thrusting then lean forward
kelli-: pony tail moves in a circle
kelli-: smiles..
Devon26: grins as her hips move to and fro
kelli-: feet beat out the rhythm
kelli-: skiips to the beat
kelli-: down the bar
D r a z: beats out the rythmn on the bartop
kelli-: back filps on the stage and dances hard
kelli-: jumps and spins on the pole
D r a z: that lithe body sure can move
kelli-: climbs high and hangs from legs
kelli-:
kelli-:

daviddirects:

nice moves Kelli

kelli-: shimmy to the beat
Devon26: reminds draz good things come in small
kelli-: shaking shoulders hanging upside down

packages

kelli-: slowly pulls my body upright
kelli-: push my hips against the pole.. humps the pole
D r a z: winks as kelli humps and pumps the pole

in rhythm

D r a z: we are ready
kelli-: moves .. down the pole slowly
kelli-: body rocking to the beat
kelli-:

almost down ... moves upside down as my shoulders shimmy to the beat

kelli-:

dancing hard to the beat

daviddirects: watching Kelli working..
kelli-: down to a hand stand and flip up

onto my feet

kelli-: runs and skips
D r a z: eyes glued to

back to the bar
the rocking body
kelli-: somersaults and lands infront of the guys into a spilts
D r a z: eyes drawn to the tight gstring .......
kelli-: pops up and dances hard
kelli-: yoga shorts Draz... no g string or.. anything else.. under them
Devon26: wow...watches as her legs stretchwed apart, then she her op back up almost in
one motion
kelli-: just me
kelli-: moves over to Draz
D r a z: woo hoo
kelli-: drops to my knees dancing infront of him
Gabriela92: so tight and smooth and clinging...
kelli-: slowly peals the top of the yoga pants down .. rolling then
kelli-: them
D r a z: grins to see in ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.its true guys
Devon26: they fit just right
kelli-: thumbs in the front my my hips
kelli-: pulls just a little more
kelli-: hard to find size zero
kelli-: smiles at Draz.. see???
D r a z: winks at kelli
............ well w ill do our best to find them
kelli-: jumps up and dances hard
D r a z: smies uh uh i see
kelli-: oh .. I have several
kelli-: picks up the beat and dances up the bar with the pants still rolled
kelli-: 1/2 way between my belly button and my .. umm.. yeah
kelli-: rocks my hips to the guys
D r a z: ,laffsssss.......and looks at the oh yeah
kelli-: smiles at Draz as I spin to the beat
D r a z: so cute she knows how to rock and roll
kelli-: stops with my back to the guys and leans forward . ass shimmys to the beat
Devon26: licks my lips lightly as i watch intently
kelli-: bends double to the floor
Gabriela92: stares, gawking at that perfect, smooth, round, firm, delicious ass....
D r a z: grins to see how tight the yoga nast cling
kelli-: hair dragging on the floor.. shaking
kelli-: flexing my ass
kelli-: smiles at Devon and waves
kelli-: laffss and picks up the beat .. dancing hard
Devon26: eyes wide open as they lay transfixed on her firm derrire
Devon26: smiles and waves back to her
D r a z: watches everything on kelli jiggle as she dances
kelli-: straightens up and dances around
kelli-: winks a Devon
kelli-: tugs the short tank
Devon26: winks back at kelli
kelli-: unties it from under my boobs
kelli-: turns my back to the guys and shimmies
kelli-: pulls up the tank
Devon26: tilts my head slightly to get a better view
kelli-: hands over my head pulling off the tank and waving it
kelli-: ooh shit
kelli-: hahahahaha
Devon26: woohoo kelli
D r a z: laffssss a wild one #
kelli-: jumps into the beat

sports bra keeping me .. together
waving the tank top over my head as I dance
kelli-: around my neck
kelli-: under each arm
kelli-: through my legs
kelli-: back and forth across my ass like towel
kelli-: whew
D r a z: grins as kelli uses the tank top as her acccessory
Devon26: wow
D r a z: stomping out the beat
kelli-: need a damp towel Draz
kelli-: bouncing in step down the bar
D r a z: wets a toweland wrings it out ..........passing it over to kelli
kelli-: swapping for my tank
D r a z: slipping the tank top under the bar ......folded
kelli-: towel around my neck
kelli-: dancing up the bar
kelli-: in circles
kelli-: pounding out the beat with my feet
kelli-: towel around and around
kelli-: spinning
oz60nine: great dancing
kelli-: skipping to the beat
kelli-: smiles at oz
D r a z: winks at kelli as she skips
kelli-: plants feet
kelli-: shakes hips in rhythm
kelli-: thrusting hips
kelli-: left left right right
D r a z: watches those slim hips
oz60nine: mmm so delicious
oz60nine: great music too
kelli-: picks up the fast beat with my hips
kelli-: slow spin as my hips stay with the beat
kelli-: double beat humping the air
kelli-: waves at camp and smiles
kelli-: facing him humping the air in double time
oz60nine: kelli woohoo
kelli-: fans face
kelli-: wipes off on the towel
Gabriela92: awesome, Kelli!!!!
kelli-: catches the kiss and slips it into my sports bra
D r a z: smiles at kelli ............ and puts a water out on the bar
kelli-: left left right right
kelli-: feet moving with the beat
kelli-: hands on hips .. moving hard
oz60nine: mmmm kelli
oz60nine: spellbound by kelli
oz60nine: mesmerised
kelli-: faces camp .. slowly rolles the yoga pants two more times
kelli-: plants feet and thrusts to the music
kelli-: hips sway
kelli-: left left right right
D r a z: smiles at the hot tease as kelli
sways and pumps
kelli-: slow circle with my feet
kelli-: leans forward shaking my ass to the music
Gabriela92: watches as Kelli continues to work her body to the music...
kelli-:
kelli-:

oz60nine: i will 4 sure thank
kelli-: cum back again oz
oz60nine: i bet
kelli-: shaking

u

i will wont be able to stop me
and shimming toward oz
kelli-: smiles.. good
kelli-: unbuttoning the top clasp of the sports bra
D r a z: shimmied him out ,,,,,,,,,he will be back
kelli-: smiles at Draz
kelli-: wink
kelli-: camp is stuck in the door ..
kelli-: rocking my body to the beat
D r a z: laffs
kelli-: goes crazy on the easy music
Gabriela92: I told him that last cannoli would be too many!!!!
kelli-: dancing hard
kelli-: waves
D r a z: hoovers around Camp
kelli-: towel spinning over my head dancing in a circle
kelli-: whew .. sheesh Gab
kelli-: runs and skips to the pole on stage
kelli-: grabs it on the way past and swings around and around
D r a z: putschairson tables round Camp
kelli-: twist my legs around it and dance against it
D r a z: whistles his taxi
kelli-: hands let go over my head
D r a z: watches as kelli slides around the pole
kelli-: unbottons second clasp on sports bra
D r a z: grins as the sports bra unbuttons
Gabriela92: eyes go wide as the second button gives way....
kelli-: slowly lowers my body .. upper body dancing as I hang from the pole
kelli-: lowers to upside down .. hair on the floor
D r a z: watches as the hair brush es the floor
kelli-: pushing around the pole.. back to the bar
kelli-: handing upside down
kelli-: pushing my hands to the floor .. bra falls to the stage
D r a z: turns my head to the side to see kelli better
kelli-: pushing to a hand stand
kelli-: back to the bar
kelli-: back flips to my feet and shakes facing the bar
D r a z: smiles to see the tight yoga shorts cling
kelli-: dancing to the beat
kelli-: plants feet and thrusts hips
kelli-: hands on my body
D r a z: watches those hips and and loks at my hands
kelli-: hips moving to the beat
kelli-: turns in a circle .. feet beating to the rhythm
D r a z: shoulders shaking side to side to the beat as i wath kellis hips
kelli-: back to the bar .. planting feet .. shaking ass
Gabriela92: watches the hips turn and swivel...
D r a z: smies seeing the cheeks clearly out lined in the yoga pants
kelli-: looks over my shoulders .. hands on hips .. feet apart and flexing my ass to the
rhythm
kelli-: winks at Draz
Gabriela92: notices the fabric getting a little more transparent from perspiration....
kelli-: smiles at Gab
D r a z: winks back at kelli and then the shaking butt
kelli-: fingers slowly roll the waist another two turns

dances around
1/2 my butt out
Gabriela92: not sure there are any turns left to go... those short might be halfway down her
thighs by now...
kelli-: smiles
kelli-: looks down
kelli-: getting there
D r a z: grins to see the shorts slip further down
Gabriela92: mmmm.... watches the smooth curve of her butt cleavage...
kelli-: turns facing the bar
D r a z: smiles as we see the lower abs and the cloth cliging precariously
kelli-: barely there yoga pants showing off my hips and waist
kelli-: working my feet and hips
kelli-: leaning back
kelli-: bouncing my hips to the beat
kelli-: lean back into a hand stand
D r a z: smilesas welookto the bouncing hips
kelli-: legs wrap pole
kelli-: pull up and hold the pole .. hips hump the cool metal pole
D r a z: smilesto seeso much flesh touching the pole
kelli-: sheesh
D r a z: laffs
Gabriela92: take a sip of water, Kelli!!!! LOL
kelli-:
kelli-:

daviddirects: haven't heard J.Geils in years..
Gabriela92: I've been working you pretty hard...

haha
I can't come to the bar
kelli-: LOL
Gabriela92: throw her a bottle, Draz!!!
kelli-: stands up and holds m y arms out..
D r a z: walks over to kelli and passes hera cold water and returns
kelli-: boobs free and rolled pants
kelli-: thanks
kelli-: slugs a drink
kelli-: smiles a Devon...
kelli-: holds up the bottle
kelli-: slowly pours it over my boobs
kelli-: runs down my body
Gabriela92: watches the cascade of liquid down her curves...
kelli-: laffs and twists the cap on as I break into dance
D r a z: smiles watching thewater dribbe from her brearts to wet the yogapants
D r a z: thatcling morenow
kelli-: rocking my hips
kelli-: did he die??
kelli-: Devon.. waves
kelli-: is he breathing?
Gabriela92: He's been quiet a while...
kelli-: rocking forward and back
Gabriela92: maybe lost his connection and got hung in the room.
kelli-: he's hung for sure
D r a z: could well be
Gabriela92: I'll PM
kelli-: k
kelli-: back flips, plants my feet and shimmies
kelli-: yoga pants.. don't fail me now
D r a z: smiles as the yoga pants just cling to you
kelli-: good thing they are skin tight
Gabriela92: no response from Devon....
kelli-:

giggles
picks up the bra and puts it back on
kelli-: cha cha step back to the bar
Gabriela92: awesome dancing, Kelli.
D r a z: watches as
keli make herway bacik to the bar
D r a z: stadnds and aplaus
kelli-: comes down to where Draz is and dances slowly
Gabriela92: whistles....
kelli-: looks over at Gab..
D r a z: applauds ............. smiles a skelli approaches
kelli-: hands slither down my body
kelli-: over my thighs
kelli-: leans in
Gabriela92: winces at how that slither makes me react....
D r a z: smiles as i watch gabri's reaction
kelli-: hands slowly move upt the insides of my thighs
kelli-: the thin roll of the yoga pants barely covering
kelli-: slowly turns back to you
kelli-:
kelli-:

Kelli Dance3
wow this fits
jumps up on the bar
kelli-: feet planted apart .. hands on hips
D r a z: little miss dangerous
kelli-: shaking hair
D r a z: yes she is#
kelli-: strutts to the tume
kelli-: steppin high
D r a z: watches asshe wallk on fire
kelli-: leans in .. shakin ass
D r a z: she will burn all night long
kelli-: smiles .. sways to the beat
ratherbe: watches kelli dance up on the bar
kelli-: hands over head and goes wild to the guitar
D r a z: watches the litte butt shakes
kelli-: head back and forth hard
kelli-: hair flying
kelli-: plants feet.. thrusts to the beat
D r a z: catches the sight of the light in the swishing hair
kelli-: pranching to the beat
kelli-: that was sooo kewl Draz
D r a z: winks thought so
kelli-: left left right right
kelli-: almost a country step
D r a z: smiles at the strutt
kelli-: upper body sways with the rhythm
D r a z: yeah baby
kelli-: shoulders and hips into it
kelli-: dance over infront of indy
kelli-: smiles
D r a z: shakes my shoulders back at kelli
ratherbe: sips my drink as i watch kelli sway with the beat
kelli-: hands over my head .. circling
indyjones42: taping the beat on my thigh
kelli-:
kelli-:

geting into the beat
AIR GUITAR!!!!!
kelli-: makes a pained face
D r a z: pefect view of the shaking butt
ratherbe: play it baby play it
kelli-: left left right right
kelli-: hands on hips
kelli-: sway
kelli-: eyes on indy
kelli-: forward and back sway
indyjones42: gazing into your brown eyes
kelli-: shimmys the end
kelli-: whoa .. !!!
indyjones42: applaauds
kelli-: laffs at Draz selection
kelli-: bows to indy
indyjones42: def little miss dangerous
kelli-: thank you
kelli-: prancing .. lifting feet high to the beat
D r a z: laffs
kelli-: stomps it out
kelli-: skip step
kelli-: left left right right
kelli-: swaying
kelli-: hands up .. clap clap
indyjones42: clapping along
kelli-: hips working the beat
kelli-: plant feet and thrust to the hard rhythm
kelli-:
kelli-:

alchemicsoul-DJ: Hello
kelli-: leaning back

folks

indyjones42: nice moves...
kelli-: hair flying
D r a z: watches the hips thrusting
indyjones42: you have
kelli-: AIR GUITAR!!!
kelli-: broke a string

in and out
your own grace kelli

kelli-: LOL
D r a z: hi soul
kelli-: into it
D r a z: laffs soul
kelli-: dances over to
kelli-: gets down and

soul
feels his forehead.. got a temp???

alchemicsoul-DJ: lol somewhat
kelli-: runs back out on the bar
kelli-: changed to a haulter top

.. dancing as I go
and short cream colored skirt

bare midrift
shaking hips and ass
ratherbe: mmmmmmmmmmm sweet and sexy
kelli-: skirt doesn't quite make it 1/3 way down my thighs
kelli-: dancing in a circle
kelli-: throwing hips around and around
D r a z: watching kelli as she animalises heer dance
kelli-: hands over my head
kelli-: rraawwrrrrr
kelli-: laffs at Draz
kelli-: mmmm feeling the music
kelli-: hmmmm
kelli-:
kelli-:

waiting for it
watching Draz as I begin to move to the music
kelli-: left left right right
D r a z: there it goes ..watches the tiny hips as kelli dances
kelli-: hips in a figure 8
kelli-: leans waayyy back
kelli-: hair moving to the beat
D r a z: smiling as i watch the lithe body rock out the beat
kelli-: straightens up
kelli-: leans forward shakin my shoulders
ratherbe: watches kelli shake it to the beat
D r a z: shimmie my shoulders i time with kelli
kelli-: flashes of thong as I lift legs high
kelli-: jumps to the beat and plays AIR GUITAR!!!!
kelli-: ends on one knee
D r a z: grins tosee the flash
D r a z: hello play
ratherbe: cute thong
ratherbe: sexie as hell
kelli-: moves infront of rather
kelli-: dancing in circle
kelli-: lifting legs high
ratherbe: watches as kelli dances on the bar in front of me
playwrite100: hi rather
kelli-: raisis one eyebrow at play
kelli-: plants feet and gyrates hips
kelli-: hands up .. skirt raising
ratherbe: catching a glimps of her thong as she lifts here legs high
indyjones42: hi play
kelli-: thrusting hips
kelli-: 1 2 3 4
playwrite100: hi indyjones
kelli-: leans toward rather
playwrite100: damn powerful dancer kelli
kelli-: hands moving down my body
kelli-: over my tummie
kelli-: down my hips as they move to the beat
D r a z: watchs as kelli teases with fingers
kelli-: end on my knees
ratherbe: becomes entranced with kelli's body
kelli-: ass moving to the music.. hands slowly move up my thighs
playwrite100: watching kelli smiling
kelli-: shoulders sway
D r a z: watchig the hands on thighs
kelli-: fingers on inner thighs
playwrite100: swallows
ratherbe: watches kelli fingers explore her body
kelli-: watching rathers eyes follow my fingers as my ass moves to the beat
kelli-: up to the tiny skirt
ratherbe: licks my lips
kelli-: hands slap over my head and dance around
kelli-: lift legs high
kelli-: turning slowly
kelli-: dancing hard
D r a z: wooo ho kelly
ratherbe: check out kelli as she dances in a slow circle
kelli-: picks up the beat
kelli-:
kelli-:

kelli-: upper body moving to the music
playwrite100: follows her with my eyes
kelli-: snake like moves
ratherbe: kelli is vert hyptnotic

in her movements
nods
kelli-: it's the pendulum ass movements
ratherbe: tic toc tic toc
kelli-: left right left right to the music
kelli-: plants feet and shakes ass
kelli-: back to the boys
playwrite100: damn gtg slips out quietly
ratherbe: shake it hun shake it
kelli-: slowly leans forward
karate820: Watches the lovely ass
kelli-: smiles at karate
D r a z: winks as we watch the shimmying and shaking
karate820: Takes a sip of my drink smiles back
kelli-: gee.. I have no where to put those
karate820: Smiles put what?
kelli-: arm acrosse my body.. other arm straight up .. finger tapping my chin
kelli-: picks up the bills and dances down to Draz
karate820: Lol
kelli-: hands them to him
kelli-: dancing hard for Draz
D r a z: tills the bills for kelli ./winks
kelli-: for the drink
D r a z: watches her strutt her stuff down the bar
kelli-: workin my way back down
karate820: kelli's wonderfully lovely stuff
kelli-: slow strutt in time with the beat
ratherbe: watches kelli dance across the bar
kelli-: showing off my skirt
karate820: Leans back. Sipping my drink
kelli-: plants feel and shimmies
kelli-: lifts legs high
karate820: Loves watching the shimmy
kelli-: stomping out the beat on the bar
kelli-: dancing in a circle .. hands high
kelli-: hips thrusting hard
kelli-: picking up the back beat
kelli-: plant feet at the edge of the bar infront of the boys
D r a z: watches the thrusting hips and the tiny panties
karate820: Go kelli keep it up
kelli-: hands on hips.
ratherbe: admires how kelli's halter top and cream colored skirt cling to kelli's hot lil body
kelli-: thrusting to the beat
karate820: Looks up the leg going all the way smiling as I reach her face
kelli-: shoulders and hair move to the beat
kelli-: leans back for karate
kelli-: hands high raising the skirt
kelli-: better??
kelli-: laffs and wiggles
karate820: Mmm much better
karate820: Smiles and winks
D r a z: winks at keli
indyjones42: gn guys, gn sexy lady
kelli-: smiles wide
playwrite100:

Gn indy
will like the next one
ratherbe: night indy
karate820: Smiles waiting
kelli-: indy.. stay a little while longer?
kelli-: guess that's a no
kelli-: leans forward .. shimmies shoulders to the slow beat
kelli-: catching the beat with my ass
karate820: Watching.
kelli-: rocking my hips front to back to the slow grind
ratherbe: sitting here in awh, watching kelli dance
D r a z: grins as i watch the hips sllow
kelli-: reaching behind me
karate820: Grins. As the music takes over her body
kelli-: hands up and the skirt falls to the bar
ratherbe: oh yeah
karate820: Watches the skirt land
kelli-: tiny thong thrusting to the beat
ratherbe: nice
D r a z: looks uop to see the tiny thong and the shaking hipsn
karate820: Then quickly back up
kelli-: hands high as my feet move slowly
kelli-: hips move in a circle
kelli-: slow and hard thrusting moves
ratherbe: watches kelli's ass move to the beat
kelli-: kicks the skirt down to Draz
kelli-: HAHAHAHA
karate820: Memorized by the thrusting movements
kelli-: body begins to rock slowly
kelli-: left left right right
kelli-: slowly turing ..
kelli-: turning
karate820: Watches as the sexy dancer turns
kelli-: the waist band low in the front.. high in the back
ratherbe: checks out all of kelli's exposed parts
karate820: Takes another sip of my drink
kelli-: hips circling as I slowly turn
kelli-: the g string disappearing between my legs.. and higher
kelli-: rocking my hips
kelli-: waits for it
karate820: Smiles at the pause
kelli-: still back to the bosy
kelli-: boys
kelli-: hands up
kelli-: hips sway
karate820: Watches the hips sway loving how smooth the skin looks
kelli-: legs straight .. apart .. plant feet
D r a z: watches the kelli sway
kelli-: hands on hips
kelli-: flex ass muscles to the beat
kelli-: lean forward slightly
karate820: Grins at the muscular display
kelli-: hips shaking and shimmy
D r a z: smiles watching that ass
kelli-: turns to the music
kelli-: hips sway
ratherbe: repositions in my seat, to get more comfortable
karate820:
kelli-: you

kelli-: smiles a rather
ratherbe: winks back

hmmm.. rather be.. ???
shoulders get into the beat quickly
ratherbe: rather be upstairs with you hun
kelli-: smiles
ratherbe: hehehehe
kelli-: skips to the pole on stage
karate820: Mmm lucky pole
D r a z: smiles as keli moves to the pole
kelli-: jumps up and wraps my legs around it
kelli-: hangs by one arm and legs.. humping pole to the beat
karate820: Shifts in my chair. So I can watch the pole dance and get adjusted
kelli-: legs wrap tight
karate820: Go Kelli.
kelli-: leans back
ratherbe: spins on my bar stool to get a better view
kelli-: goes horizontal
kelli-: dancing against the pole
kelli-: thong barely there
kelli-: hands upside down and shimmies to the beat
karate820: Mmm nice moves
D r a z: grisn at kelli as she hangs there
kelli-: hands down on the stage .. flips to my feet
kelli-: shimmies to the end of the song
karate820: Very very well done
ratherbe: bravo
kelli-: slowly turns
D r a z: watches as klli picks up the new beat
kelli-: sway to the beat
kelli-: over to the pole
kelli-: pole between my legs.. feet on the floor
kelli-: one hand holding
kelli-: leaning back .. pushing thrusting against the pole
karate820: Smiles eyes locked on her every move
kelli-: humping to every other beat
D r a z: watching the shimmer of her body as she humps
kelli-: wraps legs around the pole
kelli-: legs my hand go
kelli-: lets
kelli-: leaning back .. hair hanging down
ratherbe: watching kelli dance on the pole, thinking how nice it would be to have those
strong legs wraped around me like that
karate820: Just watches unable to do anything else
kelli-: hand stand .. ass against the pole
kelli-: wraps legs around pole above me
D r a z: growls as we see the lithe body
kelli-: hangs
kelli-: pulls myself upright wrapped around the pole
kelli-: rewraps my legs
karate820: Simply incredible
kelli-: humps the pole to the beat
kelli-: from nowhere.. the haulter flys across the stage
karate820: Whoa smiles at the surprise
D r a z: smile eyes at the topsof her thighs as it touches te pole
kelli-: tiny white bra holds me
karate820: Keep it up kelli
kelli-:
kelli-:

kelli-: smiles at draz
ratherbe: watches as

kelli's top gos flying
shimmies up the pole
wrap legs tightly
kelli-: holds it with both hands and humps to the beat
D r a z: collects the tyop and puts behind the bar
kelli-: eyes close .. soft mmmmmmmmmmm
kelli-: leaning back .. hair hanging
kelli-: humping the pole
karate820: Watches the humping memorizing every movement
kelli-: the russians are coming?
kelli-: laffs
kelli-: slips down the pole.. shoulders shimmy to the beat
D r a z: show off that body
kelli-: dancing .. feet wide apart
kelli-: dancing to the cage
karate820: Amazing kelli keep it up
kelli-: closes door
kelli-: turns back to you
kelli-: thrusts to the beat
kelli-: flexing ass to the beat
kelli-: the bra flying out of the cage
karate820: Watches the bra fly
kelli-: looking back over my shoulder
D r a z: smiles and picks up the bra and pust with the rest of the clothes
kelli-: smiles and winks
karate820: Mmm sits and enjoys winking
kelli-: slowly licks lips as my ass shimmies
kelli-: holds my hands over my small boobs and I slowly turn toward you
karate820: Slowly moves in my chair. Not quite able to stay still
kelli-: dancing to the beat
kelli-: hips swivel
kelli-: waits for it
karate820: Finds a comfortable position. Smiling
kelli-: plants feet
kelli-: leans forward facing you
kelli-: shoulders moving the beat
kelli-: hands move down my body
D r a z: watches as kelli shakes it down and shimmies
kelli-: down my ribs and over my tummie
kelli-: slowly turns as I dance to the music
kelli-: hands over my hips
karate820: Mmm watches the hands move
kelli-: over my ass
kelli-: up the sides of my hips
kelli-: thumbs hook the waist band of my thong
karate820: Smiles in anticipation
kelli-: ass moves to the beat
D r a z: winks at keli
kelli-: thumbs move around the waist band
kelli-: turns in a circle dancing
kelli-: swaying
kelli-: watching the boys
D r a z: winks at kelli
karate820: Eyes locked on the thumbs
kelli-: thumbs slide around the waist band to the hips
kelli-: moves it down .. then up
kelli-:
kelli-:

smiles
turns sideways
D r a z: laffs as we see the tight buns and bare ness
kelli-: slips the side down
kelli-: smiles and winks
kelli-: moving my ass to the beat
kelli-: turns to the other side
karate820: Keep going kelli
kelli-: slooowwwly pulling it down
D r a z: watchigmg kelli as they slip down
karate820: Giving another smile
kelli-: the waist band it tight around my ass
karate820: Watching holding my breath
kelli-: thrusting to the heavy heart beats
kelli-: facing you
kelli-: hands high
kelli-: barely there thong hanging on
karate820: Eyes locked on you memorizing you
kelli-: smiles at the song
D r a z: watching kelli .mouthing the words
kelli-: raawwrrrrr
kelli-: dancing in a circle
kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat
kelli-: back to you
kelli-: winks over my shoulder and smiles
kelli-: hands on hips .. fingers pointing down
kelli-: ass moving to the slow beat
kelli-: pushing my fingers down
kelli-: the thong with them
karate820: Winks back
kelli-: slowly
kelli-: hips moving .. plant my feet .. back to you
karate820: Watches the slow reveal
D r a z: smiles as the thoong sldes down
kelli-: feet apart
kelli-: lets the thong drop
kelli-: ass moving to the beat
kelli-: hands over my pussy and boobs as I turn
kelli-: humping toward you ..
karate820: Smiles loving every second
kelli-: hand over my boobs move up to my hair.. leaning back
D r a z: watching as we see t fully naked caged kelli
kelli-: hands grap the bars as I hump the air
kelli-: dancing nude
kelli-: rawwrrrr
kelli-: caged
karate820: Watches the humping action looking over the lithe naked body
karate820: A lovely lioness
kelli-: picks up the beat
kelli-: lifts legs high and dancing nude
kelli-: hips sway
kelli-: hands on hips
D r a z: smiles as we see the free ...but caged tiny dancer
kelli-: move over my skin
kelli-: back to you.. hands move over my ass
karate820: Watches the hands caress the skin
kelli-: leans forward .. shaking my ass
kelli-:
kelli-:

hands up
prancing in a circle
D r a z: watches the hot ass shake side to side
kelli-: hips swivel
kelli-: hands high
karate820: Yes yes keep it going
kelli-: dancing .. swivleing
kelli-: snake like movements
kelli-: liquid body
D r a z: watches the writhing moves
kelli-: plants feet .. shimmies
kelli-: whew.. fans face
karate820: Oh yes the shimmy
karate820: Smiles so hot
kelli-: one more
kelli-: shakin my hips
karate820: I don't think rather can handle one more. Winking
ratherbe: lol
karate820: Your are doing great
kelli-: mouths .. OH??
kelli-: pants tight rather?
D r a z: smiles and stands by the cage with a robe in my hands ....... looking at her
,,,,,,,,,shes so dangerous .........we love the scandal ..........watch out boy she will chew
you up
ratherbe: oh yeah
kelli-: smiles and winks at rather
kelli-: laffs
ratherbe: wink wink hun
kelli-: shakes my ass at Draz
karate820: Lol draz
kelli-: fire in my thighs .. mmmm
karate820: I wouldn't mind that. Winking at kelli
D r a z: smiles at the naked assed wildgirl
kelli-: hands move over my upper inner thighs
kelli-: up over my hard nipples
kelli-: over my head
karate820: Watches her hands
kelli-: stretching my body up
kelli-: hips humping
kelli-: licks my lips
kelli-: eyes locked
kelli-: smiles
kelli-: opens door
D r a z: opens the cage door
kelli-: thank you
D r a z: hands kelli her robe
kelli-: turns
kelli-: pulls the robe on
karate820: Applauds
kelli-: ties the waist belt
karate820: Well done very well done
kelli-: thank you
D r a z: slides an arm round he and walks her back to the bar ........... kisses her cheek
.........such a HOT dance kelli
karate820: You are welcome
karate820: Very very hot
kelli-: kiss your mouth deeply.. eyes flash.. thanx
kelli-:
kelli-:

ratherbe: bravo bravo
kelli-: dancing across

to the bar stool

karate820: Stays standing in admiration
D r a z: watches as kelli shimmies on

the bar stool
bows to karate... kisssssssssss
karate820: Returns the kiss smiling
kelli-: sits next to karate
karate820: Smiles as I sit down after her
karate820: Water or juice?
kelli-: water please
karate820: A water for the lovely sexy lady please
D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water and pours into a tall
glass over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to kelli *winks
karate820: Puts the bills on the bar
kelli-: thank you boys
D r a z: welcome kelli
ratherbe: oh ty
karate820: And hands a $50 to kelli
karate820: For the dance a
karate820: And your are welcome
kelli-: no pockets karate and .. not very many places it will stay LMAO
karate820: Lol. Guess I'll keep it and give it to you later
D r a z: slips the bills in an envelope in the till forkelli
kelli-: thanks Draz
karate820: That works
karate820: Would you like a back rub Kelli?
kelli-: brb
karate820: hb
ratherbe: hb
D r a z: she must be tired out now laffs
karate820: I w
kelli-:

Kelli Dance with Scarlett 1 and2
turns in scarletts hands .. on my hips and dances back into her
at kelli steps back and lets my hair fall down my back as i shake my
hips while our backs touch
scarlett2angel: winks back at her lets my arms wave over my head to lift my small top up
kelli-: head back .. hair falling.. dancing slow
kelli-: picks up the beat
scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli as my hips sway with the slow song letting the room see my
black boy shorts as the beat picks up
D r a z: watches the girls as they spin around
kelli-: hands around scarletts hips .. moving in unison
kelli-: dancing around her
scarlett2angel: winks as my fingertips grip the hot hips as we dance around the room
kelli-: shimmy and shaking to the beat .. watching scarlett
kelli-: shift change scarlett
scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli rocks my hips as my long hair hides my butt
kelli-: comes up close behind you.. my hands on your hips as I move in close
scarlett2angel: where is my glass slipper? lol
kelli-: swaying with you
D r a z: I have it right here
kelli-: I stole it
kelli-:

scarlett2angel: smiles

scarlett2angel: smiles an moves between your hands
kelli-: hands moving slowly.. fingers apart .. pulling

as my hips sway with the slow tune
you back tight against me as we move
scarlett2angel: tilts my head to one side winks and lets my ass grind back just enought to
touch your hips
kelli-: pressing forward against your ass .. hands putting pressure between your hips
kelli-: pulling you back
scarlett2angel: pprssssss...as my hips sway between your hands.....tosses my head back and
waits
kelli-: moves your hair and gently kisss your neck
D r a z: winks at the two girls
scarlett2angel: mmmm kelli rocks my hips and tits with the beat
kelli-: feel my hips press me against your ass in rhythm
kelli-: opens my mouth and licks your neck up to your ear
D r a z: watches the hips switch to the beat
kelli-: sucks your earlobe
scarlett2angel: prsssss..and wiggles my ass left then right as we move in the same rhytum
kelli-: hand on your tummie moves down slowly .. pulling you back tighter
scarlett2angel: closes my eyes ...whimperss and archs back to you pushing my ass side to
side
kelli-: hips double the beat
kelli-: swirls my tongue in your ear
scarlett2angel: forgets the time....smiles and prssss as my lips tug on your earlobe
kelli-: turns my head.. my mouth meets yours .. kisssssssssssssss
scarlett2angel: wiggles back ....archs my back and lets my ass grind in small circles as the
beat changes
kelli-: moving around you.. my hands exploring as I dance around you
scarlett2angel: winks rocks my hips side to side
kelli-: eyes on yours .. moving in close infront of you
scarlett2angel: smiles at you waving my arms over my head an pushs my top up with my
breasts
kelli-: hands move up just under your top
scarlett2angel: winks at kelli rolls my hips left right then left again as the beat changes
kelli-: dirty dancing .. close
scarlett2angel: wiggles my booty
scarlett2angel: winks at kelli slides my hands down your back
kelli-: moves back a little
D r a z: watches all the booty
wiggles
scarlett2angel: spins around shakes my ass at trisha
kelli-: hands above my head .. slinking to the music
scarlett2angel: twrills around bumps hips with kelli
kelli-: bumps again to the beat
scarlett2angel: mmm winks and rolls my hips as we bump hips
Maxillary_Nerve: *settles back in for a bit, watching the dancing*
trisha_29: ohhhh i forgot my status! damn it...lol
scarlett2angel: shakes my hips with my hands on each
trisha_29: ok i think
kelli-: slow slinking

im settled now

knee

dance to the music

scarlett2angel: dances around kelli smiles and squeezes her hips with my fingertips
kelli-: leans forward and moves in a snake like movement
scarlett2angel: smiles rolls my hips to match her movements as my hair covers my black

boy
shorts
kelli-: figure 8 slow grind with my hips
kelli-: slowly begins to unbutton my tip
scarlett2angel: looks into her eyes as we move together an rocks my hips right left and up
and back
kelli-: mmmmmmm starring into scarletts eyes
kelli-: third button as the music changes

scarlett2angel: smiles back wets my lips...letting my hair swing side
kelli-: down to the last button and lets the top move where it will
scarlett2angel: spins

to side

around looks out over the room..crosses my arms infront of me
.....grabs the bottom of my top
D r a z: watches the girl swayig into each other
kelli-: small lacey bra holding my small boobs
Maxillary_Nerve: i dont know how you fucntion working third shift
scarlett2angel: winks back at draz and kelli as my ass sways side to side with the rhytum of
the song
kelli-: lets my top fall to my arms and elbows
kelli-: breaks into a faster dance to the beat.. swinging the top
scarlett2angel: lifts my top up just enought to show off my tummy as my hips move back
and forth while my hair swings
kelli-: moves in close .. tossing the top to Draz
D r a z: watching the wiggling as the girls ......... dance into each other
D r a z: catches the top
kelli-: hands all over your skin
kelli-: as we dance in close
scarlett2angel: moves to the stage as i get into the mood
kelli-: follows
kelli-: lets you lead
scarlett2angel: winks and spins around lifts my top more
D r a z: shes so dangerous ............. we love the scandal
scarlett2angel: rocks my head back and forth as my figers tug my top up more
D r a z: winks at scarlett
D r a z: she shakes the ass ......she has the fire in thighs
scarlett2angel: spins in circles..rockin my hips with the beat...looks back at kelli
D r a z: whoa .watch out she will chew you up
scarlett2angel: stops turns and wiggles my finger at her cum here
D r a z: looks for kelli ............ did we lose her ?
scarlett2angel: i see her name
D r a z: me too
kelli-: moves into scarlett
kelli-: just letting you lead
scarlett2angel: smiles and whispers into her ear
kelli-: smiles and giggles
kelli-: hands on your body just below your top.. slides down to your butt
scarlett2angel: winks at her wiggles my hips nice and slow as my eyes look into hers
kelli-: dancing with my hands on your ass
kelli-: licks my lips .. eyes fixed on yours
scarlett2angel: pprsssss into your ear a smy hands grip yours lifts them to my small top
kelli-: hands keep moving up .. tugging the top with them
scarlett2angel: squeezes and rocks my hips with the beat an drops almost to the floor as my
ass moves left and right
kelli-: your top in my hand
scarlett2angel: lifts my arms as my top slides off
kelli-: twirling it on my fingers as I dance
scarlett2angel: smiles and bounces back up rocking my ass in circles
kelli-: fakes a surprised look as I look at the tiny top
D r a z: laffs ..kelli
kelli-: laffs
scarlett2angel: winks spins around and does a slow bump and grind with the space between
us
kelli-: hips and body .. snake like movements to the slower beat
kelli-: my hands move up your sides .. echoing your movements
scarlett2angel: waves my arms over my head as my long blonde hair swishs back and forth
over my ass

scarlett2angel: turns

my head smiles and pushs my ass back against you as we match
movements
kelli-: one hand spread on your tummie.. the other just under your boobs
scarlett2angel: mmmm kelli rocks my hips
D r a z: watches as the girlsbump and grind
kelli-: pulls you tight against me
kelli-: mouth lightly bites your shoulder
scarlett2angel: prrsssss and rocks my ass side to side
kelli-: slides my hands down your tummie
kelli-: over your hips
scarlett2angel: winks at draz..rocks my head back tugs on your ear as the rhytum changes
kelli-: smiles as you change movements
D r a z: winks at scarlett as she and kelli rock in and out to the beat
scarlett2angel: rocks back and forth a bit harder rolling my head left then right
kelli-: echoes your movement behind you
scarlett2angel: prssssss in kelli's ear
kelli-: holding your hips and pushing hard against your ass
scarlett2angel: bumps back making her hold on tighter
tannedguy56: watches
kelli-: hand move down over your ass .. around your body and down to your thighs
scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders left right then left again as my ass bumps to the beat
kelli-: moves in rhythm around you
kelli-: hands never leaving your body
scarlett2angel: waves one arm archs my back as the beat makes my hips move
scarlett2angel: stops dead winks and rocks my hips in a differnt way
scarlett2angel: spins around pulls kelli to me and swats her ass to get her to move with me
kelli-: turns and backs into you..
kelli-: pulls up the short skirt to show you the red hand print on my ass
D r a z: watching as they get te freak on
kelli-: thong not hiding much as I move to the music
scarlett2angel: rocking my ass..blows her a kiss and sways my hips with the rhytum
kelli-: pulls down the zipper on my skirt and lets it drop. dancing out of it ...
kelli-: catches the kiss and smiles at you
scarlett2angel: moving my hips side to side as my shoulders thrust up and back making my
breasts move with my hips
kelli-: licks my lips
scarlett2angel: spins around shakes my head
kelli-: hands over my head and moving to the music
kelli-: moves infront of you
kelli-: hands on your shoulders
kelli-: put a mirror under his nose.. see if it fogs up
kelli-: leans into you .. face inches from yours
trisha_29: settles back in to watch the dancing
scarlett2angel: smiles an squeezes kelli's hips as
scarlett2angel: wb trisha

mine moves with the new beat

kelli-: hands sllowly move down off your shoulders
D r a z: smiles watchin the dancing with trusha

.. dancing with you

kelli-: eyes locked on yours
scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips looks into your eyes and lets
trisha_29: smiles...leans against draz watching the girls
kelli-: sllllooowwwlly moving my hands over your skin
scarlett2angel: caresses your hips with my fingertips
scarlett2angel: omg draz i hear what your saying
kelli-:

you lead

as we move

hands outline your boobs

trisha_29:

lol scarlett

leans in and lightly kiss your neck
scarlett2angel: tilts my head as my fingers slide to kelli's back tugs and pushs my boobs into
kelli-:

her hands

scarlett2angel: mmmmm

smiles as the song changes
thumbs flick over your nipples as the beat changes
picks up the beat
scarlett2angel: rocks my hips bites my bottom lip and moves with the new beat
kelli-: hi Devon.. blows you a kiss
Devon26: keeps quiet and watches the dance
kelli-: moves my hips front back front back
Devon26: catches the kiss and saves it for later
kelli-:
kelli-:

trisha_29:

damn i should have jumped and caught that kiss before devon got it

salma_4u: smiles at Devon
kelli-: cups your boobs and moves tight .. dirty dancing to the heavy beat
scarlett2angel: pprssss smiles and lets my fingers slide to your ass as we dance

closer

tongue licking your bare skin from your neck to your shoulder
perfect music
dancing lower
scarlett2angel: mmmm it sure is
kelli-: mmmm I'll give you religion
D r a z: wipes the bar as i watch the girls
scarlett2angel: smiles as i roll my hips and watchs you move around me
kelli-: make you see god and scream his name
D r a z: laffss
kelli-: kissing down your body as I move lower
salma_4u: smiles as I watch kelli
kelli-: ass rocking to the new beat
scarlett2angel: licks my lips smiles and moves with the slow beat
kelli-: on my knees .. my ass moving to the beat as I kiss your body
salma_4u: walks to Devon
scarlett2angel: grips the bar rocks my head and tries to be a good girl
kelli-: swirls my tongue in your belly button as you move with me
scarlett2angel: groans grips the bar more and pushes up
salma_4u: gets up and walk towards the exit
kelli-: tongue trace the waist of your boy shors
scarlett2angel: smiles at the room wiggles my ass on the top of the bar
kelli-: hands move up the back of your legs
scarlett2angel: slides on the bar more winks at trisha
kelli-: moves back up .. standing .. hands on your ass pulling you tight
kelli-:
kelli-:
kelli-:

trisha_29: winks back at scarlett
scarlett2angel: groansssss looks deep

into kelli's eyes as she pulls me where she wants

kelli-: pulls you to me and kisssss you deep
scarlett2angel: pprsss an slips my tongue between
kelli-: swirls my tongue in your mouth

your lips as we kiss

Devon26: watches the lovely ladies in their element as they
kelli-: climbs up on the bar with you and lays you back
kelli-: straddles your leg and stares down into your eyes
scarlett2angel: lays back
kelli-: my hands slowly

heat up LAB

smiles and archs as my arms lay over my head
moving around your hips
kelli-: kissing your tummie
scarlett2angel: pprs as i look up and wonder how in the world i got here
scarlett2angel: rolls my hips as my ass pushs up off the bar
kelli-: feel my tongue and lips
kelli-: trace the top of your boy shorts
kelli-: my hands on your thighs
kelli-: pulling you leg up between mine
kelli-: kissing the other one
D r a z: winks at kelli and scarlett
scarlett2angel: smiles pushs up on my elbows looks into your eyes and grips your head

pulling you up
kelli-: moves where you want me
scarlett2angel: prssssss into your ear tugs your hair and presses my wet lips to yours as the
beat makes me grind on the bar
trisha_29:

draz will you bounce and unbounce devon....pal crashed on him again

kelli-: my legs around yours.. humping to the
D r a z: Devon26 was bounced from the room by: D r a z.
D r a z: unbounced

rhythm

trisha_29: kk ty
kelli-: kissing you deeply
scarlett2angel: moans and

returns the kiss squeezes your ass as my ass moves on the bar
making it shine
kelli-: wet things do shine
D r a z: looks like pal is being a bitch tonight
kelli-: Darz... may I have a key
scarlett2angel: when isnt pal
D r a z: passes kelli key to room 19
kelli-: holds it up and looks at scarlett with a huge smile on my face
scarlett2angel: slides off the bar looks for my top
D r a z: p[asses the top to scarlett
kelli-: we'll get our clothes later
scarlett2angel: room 19 have nt been in that one
kelli-: we aren't gonna need them
kelli-: holds your hand and pulls you to the stairs
scarlett2angel: smiles as i get pulled up two at a time
D r a z: winks at the two girls as they climb the stairs
kelli-: HAHAHAHA .. not pulling you THAT hard
kelli-: unhooks my bra and drops it on the stairs
scarlett2angel: giggles as i skip around in just my boy shorts
kelli-: better add me scarlett
scarlett2angel: lol i did
scarlett2angel: skips up the stairs and waves to the empty room

come up here and dance with me
holds out my hands to help her up to the bar
scarlett2angel: steps up onto the bar
scarlett2angel: winks and grabs her hand
kelli-: gives you a huge deep kiss
karate820: now we are in serious trouble
kelli-:
kelli-:

garrett_gangrel:

*turns to watch the ladies*

slimdugg: hold on to your seats!!!
scarlett2angel: smiles u are if Gabriela
karate820: nods...
garrett_gangrel: I'd

keeps wiggling like that

like to hold onto something else... lol

a towel gg?
scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli as my hands squeeze her hips to see i am dreaming or not
kelli-:

garrett_gangrel: *looks kelli up and down and smiles* yeah... sure... a
kelli-: no.. not a dream.. I have thought about this for two days now
scarlett2angel: what might that be garrett?
kelli-: he's gonna need that towel
garrett_gangrel: and why is that kelli?
scarlett2angel: winks and pulls kelli to me get your own
kelli-: dancing infront of you .. eyes locked on yours
karate820: lol....
kelli-: hands on your hips as I dance
karate820: looks around...good luck garett

garret

towel

garrett_gangrel: what...?
kelli-: not today

we can't share?

scarlett2angel: smiles and moves my hips
scarlett2angel: share day was yesterday
D r a z:

incircles while my eyes look into hers

winks at the girls

kelli-: it's been a forever two days
garrett_gangrel: *winks to scarlett*
kelli-: dances around scarlett
scarlett2angel: squeezes and rocks my
kelli-: hands never leaving her hips
kelli-: pulls her tight against
kelli-: moving in unison
slimdugg: mmmmmmmm

hips with kelli's

me

karate820: tries to keep eyes on both
kelli-: pulling her back tight
scarlett2angel: looks around the room

scarlett and kelli

winks at kelli as she pulls me closer taking control of
my hips as they sway with the rhytum
D r a z: wb stag
karate820: wiggles in my seat...seeems to be a getting a little tight
kelli-: hands move up your sides
scarlett2angel: prssssss in her ear.......mmmmmmm its been a long two days
kelli-: moves up to your arms
stagforyou_1: goes and sit in my Grandstand seat , here in the gutter
kelli-: pushing our hands up over your head holding mine
scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips as my fingers grip your sweet hips
karate820:

good view from down there stag...you can look right up

stagforyou_1: winks
scarlett2angel: looks into your eyes wets my lips with
kelli-: my short pleated skirt waving as we move

the tip of my tongue

scarlett2angel: giggles as my hands cup and squeeze kelli
garrett_gangrel: *winks to scarlett* nicely done though
kelli-: hands move over you
PeteTheWriter: Hiya, Draz.
kelli-: smiles as you touch
scarlett2angel: dances next

where garrett wishes he could

me
to kelli letting my white top slide up and down my tanned
tummy while my hair covers my shoulders and back
stagforyou_1: glad i paid over the odds to get this grandstand seat
scarlett2angel: winks and tugs her hot hips grinding mine side to side
kelli-: slink down your body .. planting kisses
slimdugg: fans myself
karate820: wooo kelli
kelli-: shakes my ass to the music
scarlett2angel: prssss rocks my shoulders bouncing my ass up and down with the beat while
my eyes watch the hot dancer in my arms
karate820: shifts more in my seat...feeling gabi slide a little
kelli-: moving next to you.. back to the seats .. arm around your waist as we shake our
asses to the music
scarlett2angel: winks and lets my hands roam over the back and thighs tring to keep it from
getting away tilll i get it upstairs
kelli-: left left right right
Gabriela92: rocks my hips a little, forward and back...
D r a z: watches the bubble yum bums
PeteTheWriter: You ladies are killing us
stagforyou_1: in out shake it all about
slimdugg: hey web
websterace3: hi Slim
D r a z: Bubble yum bum, baram bam baram

karate820: tries to
kelli-: flips up the

stay focused on the girls and not the bum in my lap
pleated skirt .. my skin tight boy shorts doing their job
kelli-: almost holding my ass in
scarlett2angel: smiles at pete spins kelli around grips her hips to show the room how she
can move
karate820: loves the view of the cheeks
PeteTheWriter: Very nice.
scarlett2angel: rolls my hips right left right to drive her mad tring to keep up with me
karate820: throws a couple bills on the bar one for scarlett and one for kelli
stagforyou_1: ass cheeks mmmmmm
websterace3: goes to my booth
scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli spins around and bumps my ass to hers
kelli-: does the bump
scarlett2angel: looks into the mirror rockin my hips left and right
websterace3: sits back and watches the show wooo hooo
PeteTheWriter: oh, baby, Scarlett
stagforyou_1: smiles at kelli
karate820: $20s for each lady
stagforyou_1: lol karate
scarlett2angel: smiles back at kelli over my shoulder
Gabriela92: holds my arms over my head and swivels my waist in a circle, moving my bum
around on Karate's lap...
karate820: uhh damn....feels gabi starting to move...only keeping holding her to keep from
falling
Gabriela92: untucks my tank top and pulls it up to show my belly button and lower back...
karate820: watches your smooth back and hips
scarlett2angel: giggles at the suffering karate as i spin around lifts my top up just enought
for the room to see i have a bra one what a shock huh?
PeteTheWriter: So hot watching you gals.
Gabriela92: shakes my hips rapidly side to side....
scarlett2angel: winks at kelli takes my top off an tosses it at Gabriela
kelli-: her cups runith over
stagforyou_1: mmmmmmmm
Gabriela92: catches it and puts it askew on karate's head.
kelli-: backs up to scarlett
scarlett2angel: your welcome
scarlett2angel: good spot for it
stagforyou_1: floor is a better place for it
scarlett2angel: moves over to kelli whispers and drops to my knees let me help you with
that
karate820: lol gabi
karate820: moves the top tucks it behind me
kelli-: smiles at you .. watching you move to the floor
karate820: continues watching the three ladies
scarlett2angel: reachs up smiles as i look at the soft sexy body an tugs her skirt down her
hips and long legs
kelli-: Gab should get up and buckle him in with the seat belt
stagforyou_1: on each leg..then his arms
Gabriela92: runs my palms and fingers flat over my tummy and ribcage..
scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip as i get my first look at one hot pair of boy shorts
kelli-: you like>>???
scarlett2angel: pprsssssssss oh yesssssss baby
stagforyou_1: ohhhh yes...mmmm
kelli-: steps out of my skirt
scarlett2angel: twrills the skirt around rocks my hips and stands
karate820: lol kelli
kelli-: turns facing scarlett

PeteTheWriter: Nice.
karate820: woohoo scarlett
scarlett2angel: ok
karate820: keeps

who has money here i have kelli's skirt for sell lol
my hands still
karate820: raises my hand
stagforyou_1: ....putting my glass down as hands shaking so much...
PeteTheWriter: I'm holding out for her underwear
kelli-: HAHAHA.. better get more that $100 for it
karate820: lol good luck pete
scarlett2angel: smiles dances around shaking my ass at kelli as i move up and down the bar
kelli-: comeon guys.. do I hear any bids??
scarlett2angel: karate put your hand down
stagforyou_1: errrr $10
kelli-: almost new pleated skirt worn only twice
D r a z: $50
scarlett2angel: oops that wasnt your hand
kelli-: size 2
karate820: 75
stagforyou_1: very small then kelli
karate820: lol
kelli-: WHOA
D r a z: 100
kelli-: I'm tiny Stag
scarlett2angel: winks at kelli twrills it around over my head
stagforyou_1: anyone counting?
karate820: 125
Gabriela92: Karate is raising more than his bid...
stagforyou_1: a diamond kelli
scarlett2angel: we have some live ones
karate820: lol gabi
kelli-: Karate for $125.. $150 anyone?
stagforyou_1: he did that ages ago gabi..lol
D r a z: 150
scarlett2angel: looks at Gabriela
Gabriela92: I know, Stag... I can feel it.
scarlett2angel: 150 draz
kelli-: WOW guys.. $150
scarlett2angel: going once
stagforyou_1: bids including state taxes?
scarlett2angel: winks going twice
kelli-: I'm not gonna need it anyway
stagforyou_1: smiles at gabi
karate820: 175
kelli-: yes Stag
scarlett2angel: lol 175
stagforyou_1: ok kelli
kelli-: damn.. $175
scarlett2angel: sorry draz
karate820: you are worth it kelli
karate820: winks
scarlett2angel: karate you better not spend all your money
kelli-: ok guys.. it includes... a deep kis
karate820: oh i got plenty...i came prepared
stagforyou_1: he can walk home scarlett..lol
scarlett2angel: Gabriela looks like shes thirsty
D r a z: dang it .......calls kelli over with $150 in my hnad
kelli-: I'll give him a "lift" home

kelli-: giggles
stagforyou_1: smiles
scarlett2angel: winks at kelli spins around and
scarlett2angel: looks like we have a winner
stagforyou_1:

moves over to her

and the winner is ....

kelli-: any more bids?
scarlett2angel: me lol puts it down my boy shorts
stagforyou_1: holding breath in anticipation...

and skips up the bar

kelli-: $175 once
Gabriela92: $200
karate820: lol
D r a z: slips the
karate820: hey

$150 bills in kellis thong ........yoursanyways

scarlett2angel: giggles at Gabriela
scarlett2angel: heyyyyy now
Gabriela92: I might let you earn them

back, Scarlett...
lungs bursting as i breath out
scarlett2angel: winks deal
stagforyou_1: brb
scarlett2angel: dances over to where gabriela is keeping karate pinned down
scarlett2angel: smiles and leans over wiggles my hips they are all yours for now
Gabriela92: wooooooo, hooooooo!!!!
karate820: lol..foul...bribing the autcioneer
kelli-: dancing over to Draz ..
scarlett2angel: prsssss as i seal the deal with a kiss on her sweet lips
stagforyou_1: back
kelli-: thanks KISSSSSSSSSSSS
D r a z: kissssssss
Gabriela92: mmmmm.... might add a bonus to that bid
karate820: lol
scarlett2angel: winks turns and wiggles my barely coverd ass at Gabi not letting karate even
get a look as i move back to the bar
karate820: smh...oh well would rather lose out to gabi
stagforyou_1: no better person to loose out to karate
karate820: nope
scarlett2angel: whispers sorry baby i tried to keep them
kelli-: dancing back down to scarlett
scarlett2angel: wiggles against you while my hair brushs against my ass as it sways side to
side while we dance closer
karate820: watches the long flowing hair...again having to readjust under gabi
kelli-: hair flying as I dance with scarlett
stagforyou_1: grab hold of that hair quick karate
scarlett2angel: slips my arms around your hips pulls you close so we can feel how warm we
are
stagforyou_1: hi PK
stagforyou_1: warm...make that hottttt scarlett
karate820: some one get the fire hose ready...she might set the bar top on fire
scarlett2angel: slows the movement of my hips and smiles into your eyes
stagforyou_1: or scarlett may feel like using it on you karate...lol
stagforyou_1:

kelli-: pulls you against me as we dance slower
stagforyou_1: gabi still got hold of karate`s "hose" ?..lol
kelli-: hands move over your body .. around you .. down

to your lower back
my hands down your back smiles and rolls my hips even slower left
right and left again not taking my hands of your hips as we move
kelli-: pulling you tight against me
karate820: lol
karate820: probably
scarlett2angel: slips

kelli-: one hand on your back .. the
scarlett2angel: mmmmm kelli closes

other moving slowly down to your ass
my eyes an sways in your hands letting my shoulders

and hair move back and forth
PeteTheWriter: I'll have to scroll up and see waht I missed
kelli-: hands roam your body as we dance together
kelli-: eyes locked on yours
stagforyou_1: ...i got my note book out..
scarlett2angel: j/k guys lets not get in trouble
slimdugg: lol
stagforyou_1: darn..wish i was a fast drawer
kelli-: hands move over your boy shorts
karate820: lol
stagforyou_1: too late scarlett
kelli-: we can't get naked.. but
scarlett2angel: mmmmm smiles wiggles back into your hands
stagforyou_1: karate aready having that dream girls..lol
kelli-: unbuttons my top slowly
scarlett2angel: archs my back and lets my nipples be seen through my sheer bra i hardly
ever wear
karate820: watches kelli
kellislimdugg: smiles at the sexxy ladies
scarlett2angel: question
kelli-: unbuttons the second button
slimdugg: mmm kelli
scarlett2angel: looks at karate smiles and pulls her to me shes Mine mister
stagforyou_1: <<<<leans over & cuts the other button of kelli`s top
scarlett2angel: spins her around as we dance with eachother
kelli-: pushing my butt back
scarlett2angel: winks at gabi we are
kelli-: shaking my hair as the third button pops open
stagforyou_1: they just wanting an interlude gabi...lol
scarlett2angel: winks at Gabi shakes my ass as kelli teases me
karate820: lol
kelli-: pulls the top up and ties it under my boobs
stagforyou_1: mmm that ass is sure doing some shaking scarlett
Gabriela92: Yeah, I occasionally can let them out on their own without supervision, I
suppose.... hahaha
kelli-: leaves one button between my boobs
kelli-: I'll supervise her .. no worry
scarlett2angel: one button licks my lips an looks down at your boobs
kelli-: I'm older
scarlett2angel: i dont have any buttons
stagforyou_1: zips then scarlett?
scarlett2angel: mmmm kelli is my superviser today what she says goes
kelli-: just the bra and boy shorts .. running my hands over her body
karate820: lol kelli supervising scarlett...that can be dangerous
kelli-: smiles... oh man.. you are in soooo much trouble
stagforyou_1: and interesting
kelli-: slinks to my knees infront of you
Gabriela92: I've heard of the blind leading the blind, but not the unfathomably sexy leading
the immeasurably erotic....
kelli-: arms around your thighs, lay my head on your tummie
scarlett2angel: winks dances around in just my bra and boy shorts now while my hair covers
alll my naughty parts
kelli-: my ass moving to the music as I move up higher on my knees
scarlett2angel: smiles down at kelli you keep that up an we will burn this bar down
kelli-: licking and kissing your skin

stagforyou_1: scarlett got some
kelli-: nothing but ashes when

naughty parts...grrri been missing them
Draz awakens

karate820: lol gabi
stagforyou_1: lol kelli
kelli-:

nibbling the tender skin

kelli-: hands moving over your thighs
Gabriela92: looks up the fire insurance policy online....
scarlett2angel: rolls my hips side to side looks down pprss

tingle
Gabriela92:

as your touch makes my skin

Hello, Wildbuck

stagforyou_1: hi buck
karate820: too bad i'm

not bartender....would've put some alcohol down and lit it...giving

you ladies a fire walkway
kelli-: looking up as my tongue trails down your body
wildbuck1: Hello Gabriela
wildbuck1: Hi Stag
scarlett2angel: squirmss as i move my hips up and back as i grip your shoulders to keep on
my feet
kelli-: feel my hands move around your legs to your inner thighs
karate820: continues to move and shift under gabi...loving the feel of her bum in my lap
kelli-: swirling my tongue in your belly button
scarlett2angel: slips my feet apart moans and rocks side to side with your tongue
kelli-: upper body swaying to the music
slimdugg: fans myself
Gabriela92: squirms on the firmness of Karate's lap...
scarlett2angel: rocks back and forth with the slow beat closes my eyes and lets your tongue
make my hips move
kelli-: hands lightly move over the soft beautiful skin
karate820: moves my hands over gabi's torso...feeling her smooth skin
kelli-: kissing.. lightly biting your skin
scarlett2angel: pprrsssss just so kelli can hear
kelli-: hands slowly make their way to the top of your inner thighs
scarlett2angel: looks down at kelli shakes my head as the beat makes my hips move up and
back a bit more
kelli-: feel my tongue trace the waist of your tight boy shorts
vicky2crazy: amazinG!
scarlett2angel: tugs your hair as my back archs and lets my hips sway with the music
kelli-: one hand moves up to your ass the other lightly trace a verticle line up the front of
you boy short
scarlett2angel: pprsssss bites my bottom lip an rocks my hips making you tug them some
kelli-: sliters to my feet .. my hands never leaving your body
karate820: damn..hard to get comfortable...shifting again...feeling gabi umm rub
scarlett2angel: pushs against you rolls my hips in smaller and smaller circles
kelli-: dirty dancing with you... hands cup your ass as the music slows down
kelli-: thrusting on your thigh
scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders letting my long hair hide what we are doing
kelli-: my fingers rolling the top of your boy shorts
kelli-: smiles
kelli-: why hide it
scarlett2angel: smiles an squeezes your ass in both my hands as my hips move as if attached
to yours
kelli-: I have no secrets
stagforyou_1: them boy shorts are taking a hammering ..lol
scarlett2angel: whispers and wiggles mmmm lower
kelli-: slowly dancing around you .. inback of you
scarlett2angel: unhooks my bra but keeps it on my shoulders while we move around on the
dance floor

stagforyou_1: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
kelli-: hands move around your hips
scarlett2angel: pprsss

as my eyes and hands roam up and down your body cupping your ass
cheeks in my small hands a
kelli-: pulls your hair back and lightly bites your neck
scarlett2angel: tugs and bites on your bottom lip
karate820: watches scarlett
kelli-: finger tips follow your hips into the top of your boy shorts from behind you
kelli-: slowly move across your tummie
kelli-: just inside the waist band
scarlett2angel: pprsss as my lips and tongue tease your neck and right shoulder
kelli-: kiss you deeply
kelli-: tongue swirling in your mouth
scarlett2angel: smiles into your eyes as my fingertips slide in under yours tugs them down
just enought to show the curve of your ass
kelli-: fingers fan out on your tummie and pull you tight against me
scarlett2angel: moans and slips my hands under them squeezes and pulls you against me
more
karate820: wathches the girls with rapt attention
kelli-: rolls the waist band another turn
scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm kelli slips my tongue in over yours
scarlett2angel: tugs you closer
kelli-: squeeze your ass
stagforyou_1: tongues doing the Tango dance
kelli-: while we make out
karate820: shifts more under gabi...more uncomfortable by the moment
scarlett2angel: using my hands to squeeze each of your hot cheeks
scarlett2angel: tilts my head nips on your ear as my tummy grinds against yours
kelli-: move my hands down feeling the skin of your legs and ass
kelli-: crushing against you as we move to the beat
kelli-: pulls up the bottom of your boy pants turning it into a thong
scarlett2angel: goddd slides my hands grips your thighs and lifts up up
scarlett2angel: pushs between your legs smiles and presses my lips to yours to cover my
moann
kelli-: dirty dancing with you
kelli-: hands squeeze your nude bunns
stagforyou_1: more dirty than dirty dancing ..mmmm
karate820: lol
kelli-: kissing up your neck to your ear
stagforyou_1: how the heck is my laptop staqying on my lap ..lol
scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhh baby winks and squeezes harder
kelli-: swirling my tongue
scarlett2angel: rubs and bumps my hips to yours while my hands open and cups your ass
more
kelli-: both hands move down between your legs from the back
karate820: wow
kelli-: lightly rub your most upper thighs
stagforyou_1: careful with gabi sat on your lap karate
scarlett2angel: moans lifts kelli and pushs against her harder using the beat of the music to
move my hips
kelli-: mmmmmm kissning your mouth
slimdugg: smiles
kelli-: slips my thumbs under the front of the boy shorts
scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm kelli smiles pushs back and grips your ass more
kelli-: kissing your throat
stagforyou_1: careful of the fangs scarlett..lol
scarlett2angel: archs pushing my boobs up an pprsssssssssss

stagforyou_1: hi kenny
kelli-: lickin down your

chest

kelli-: careful not to push the bra off your shoulders
scarlett2angel: smiles shakes my head ohhhhh nooooooo
kelli-:

slinking to my knees biting your skin

stagforyou_1: did the bra not end up on someones head?
kelli-: no.. her top
scarlett2angel: groanssss lays back to keep my bra inplace
stagforyou_1: i must have thought it was bra & not the top ..mmm
scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips sucks on my tongue to stay quiet
kelli-: kissing .. licking your hips fron one side to the other
kelli-: rolls the waist one more time and traces the waist with
stagforyou_1: soory for that jerks interruption girls
Gabriela92: he left on his own,
scarlett2angel: wiggles my ass
scarlett2angel: kisses kelli

my tongue

so he saved me time.

kissing you back .. standing and pushing my hands just under the bra
my thumbs tracing the bottom of your boobs
kelli-: hooking you back up behind you
scarlett2angel: looks over kelli shoulder as my boobs push the bra up a bit more while my
legs slide apart and pulls her between them to hide something
kelli-: push my leg between yours .. listens to the song
kelli-: smiles at you
scarlett2angel: winks an pushs into your soft hands they can't see
kelli-: dirty dancing
kelli-: thumbs flick over your hard nips
scarlett2angel: mmmmm sings and uses the rhyum to move with you swaying nice and slow
stagforyou_1: tc folkes..calling it a night
stagforyou_1: hugggggggs the girls
kelli-: hips moving in a wave motion
stagforyou_1: nightttttttttttttttttttttt
kelli-: bi bi stag
scarlett2angel: grips your hips smiles as my hips move with yours not taking my eyes off
yours
karate820: lol kelli
Gabriela92: welcome, Ryan.
kelli-: eyes locked on yours
scarlett2angel: twrils around in your arms smiles and lets my boy shorts show off the curve
of my ass while it sways with the tune
kelli-: smiles at the boys and girls giggle
scarlett2angel: crosses my arms over my chest to keep my bar from slipping from my
shoulders winsk back at you and continues to rock my ass with the beat
scarlett2angel: bra not bar lol
kelli-: hooks your bra up and pulls you back against me .. front behind you
scarlett2angel: giggles ty dear
kelli-: from behind
karate820: smiles...there we go...now scarlett has both hands free
kelli-: pulls your hair back
scarlett2angel: wiggles back and lets my bra go as we dance back to front
kelli-: moving with you as my hand roan the front of your body
scarlett2angel: sways my shoulders reachs behind me..grabs your hips and pulls you closer
kelli-: my hand on your lower tummie.. fingers wide
kelli-: thrust my hips against you as we dance
scarlett2angel: winks at the quiet room rocks my hips as my fingers spread open tugs your
ass as mine grinds with the music
karate820: winks back at scarlett
kelli-:
kelli-:

slimdugg: smiles at scarlett
scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli

turns and kisses her cheek
sways as we move
hands on your ass
ryan_s: gyrates spasmodically in corner
kelli-: boy shorts turned thong
scarlett2angel: spins around an moves to kenny to make sure he is still breathing
kelli-: kneels down to kenny and give him mouth to mouth
scarlett2angel: dances over to kenny leans down smiles and squeezes my boobs together
slimdugg: lol
scarlett2angel: oops lol sorry
karate820: kenny is in trouble now
scarlett2angel: skips away to get into trouble somewhere else
Gabriela92: maybe Kenny needs a little mascara and lipstick while he's dozing off....
kelli-: LOL
kelli-: pulls scarlett next to me
kelli-: arms around each other side by side and we dance up the bar
kelli-: want me to get it?
kelli-: giggles
scarlett2angel: winks i wish
ryan_s: busts out glow sticks
ryan_s: becomes a glowing shaman of light
ryan_s: manifests a ufo
Gabriela92: wb, Seeker.
ryan_s: which sends divine sexual love over the room
ryan_s: it's one of those ufo's
kelli-: dances solo infront of Gab and karate
karate820: smiles at kelli dancing....
Gabriela92: sways my head, watching....
kelli-: tied up top and skin thight rolled boy shorts
kelli-: rocking to the music
ryan_s: beads of sweat start dripping down my neck
kelli-: hands behind my head
kelli-: thrusting
karate820: moves my hips under gabi
karate820: moving to the music
Gabriela92: slides off Karate's lap to my feet and climbs the empty adjacent stool onto the
bar...
Gabriela92: hello, Milfyann
karate820: smiles at gabi..thanks for the company
karate820: winks
Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder as I climb, winking at Karate....
Gabriela92: stands up next to Kelli....
Gabriela92: swings my hips left and right in my tattered denim cutoffs...
Gabriela92: rolls up the bottom of my ribbed pink tank top and tucks it under my bra edge...
kelli-:
kelli-:

Kelli Dance with dirty
kelli-:

shimmies down the bar to Draz

D r a z: watches kelli as she shimmies towards me
kelli-: dances infront of Draz
D r a z: smiles watching the shimmy and shake
blonde_genius: hello slim...good
kelli-: shaking my hips
karate820:

to see you

Ty dirty

blonde_genius:
blonde_genius:

I see those K's in the middle of your little, indy...lol
hey Strawberry

dirtyrpgirl: yw's karate
kelli-: thrusting to the
karate820: Watches kelli

heavy beat
dancing
D r a z: watching the hips as they thrust close
D r a z: let me see you shake downto th bar
kelli-: feet to the edge.
kelli-: moves back
kelli-: feet beat out the rhythm
D r a z: smiles up kelli as she shakes it out
kelli-: stomping down the bar to the beat
kelli-: hair flying
kelli-: plants feet
kelli-: hands up
karate820: Show what you got kelli
kelli-: reaching behind me ..
kelli-: skirt drops
kelli-: picks up the beat
karate820: Grins as the skirt falls
dirtyrpgirl: tush !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!....wooooohoooooooooooooooooo
kelli-: haulter and thong move with me
dirtyrpgirl: jumps up on the stage................
kelli-: looks down the bar at dg
D r a z: watching the little dancer dancing the beat down the bar
dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips left to right as i run my hands up through my hair......................
karate820: Sits back to get a view of both ladies
kelli-: prancing in rhythm down the bar to the stage
kelli-: arms straight down .. lifting feet high
dirtyrpgirl: letting my long legs stand open as i snap my head back , then strut over to stage
left.....making my ass shake in the tight black see through dress.............
slimdugg: oooh dirty
D r a z: watching as dirty strutts out to the stage
kelli-: behind dg
kelli-: hands up
xx-bobo-xx: gets comfy to watch the dancing girls
karate820: Turns and watches the ladies. Admiring both of them
dirtyrpgirl: lowering the thin straps over my shoulders...................letting the top of the
dress cling to my boobs
kelli-: hands move down her sides
blonde_genius: watches the boys watching the
greygriffin20: *sits down with some popcorn*

girls

kelli-: shoulders moving to the beat behind dg
xx-bobo-xx: bet its not their eyes yer watchin either blonde lol
StrawberrySCream: Opens the door to the d/j booth slips in and smiles

him to watch the show

at Draz as i sit next to

blonde_genius: ya'll have a fire in yer bellies watching the dancers...lol it shows in
dirtyrpgirl: rolling my backside back to kelli..................working my legs as i move

seductively

your eyes

slimdugg: grins at
D r a z: watching

blonde
dirty as she gets in the mood and kelli shadowing her
dirtyrpgirl: dipping my hips as i rub my butt back to kelli
kelli-: it's not their bellies thats hot
kelli-: and hard
kelli-: hands move up your legs to your butt
karate820: Winks at Kelli smiling
dirtyrpgirl: bending foward.letting my hair fall into my face..............swaying my hips hard
left to right to the beat
kelli-: pulling the black dress up your legs
xx-bobo-xx: dirty you got ass shaking down to a fine art
dirtyrpgirl: shuffeling my feet in the 4 inch black leather heels.................
Gabriela92: feels the energy in the room amping up as Dirty and Kelli gyrate to the music....
dirtyrpgirl: looking over my bare shoulder at kelli..........blowing her a kiss as i pucker my
fire red lips
kelli-: hands run down your legs
kelli-: soft growl .. rrraawwrrrr
StrawberrySCream: Tugs Draz's ear and points to the two dancers
karate820: Watches kelli's hands move over dirty's curves
dirtyrpgirl: my hair in my face...............as i bend over more.............revealing the black lace
thong as it shows through the sheer dress
kelli-: hands move up your body taking the dress with them
kelli-: picking up the beat
D r a z: no one fits us better than these two]
dirtyrpgirl: i fall and grab ahold of the pole................my feet in a wide stance.as i roll and
grind my ass..................back to kelli..........smiling at her
kelli-: working the tight dress up your torso pulling it off just as you move to the pole
slimdugg: winks at blonde
dirtyrpgirl: giving my ass a hard shake and wiggle as the dfress rolls up to my
waist..............
kelli-: whips the dress around in the air
karate820: Smiles into my drink.
D r a z: winks at kelli as she works dirty
blonde_genius: hmmmm whatever works...smiles
dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggggg........cuops my hands

over my bare breasts as the thong
fits snug to my body
kelli-: looks at dirty and points to the dress I'm holding
kelli-: HAHAHAHAHAHA
kelli-: smiles... gotta love the stage
karate820: Grins at the dress.
kelli-: tosses the dress on the chair on the stage
Gabriela92: rolls my head around my neck as this song starts....
dirtyrpgirl: grins.seeing it.and shruggs................and grabs the pole and spins around
it........................then stops and leans back to it.my hands over my boobs as i rub my
hiney up and down the pole.....then drop to a squat...........my back to the cold metal pole
D r a z: watches as the beat infects the dancers
karate820: Nods appreciatively
kelli-: dances over to dg
dirtyrpgirl: swaying my knees......open...............then closed.....flashing kelli as i watch
her...my hands covering my bare breasts
karate820: Shifts in my spot
kelli-: my small tight thong holding on.. so far
kelli-: lifts dg to her feet
D r a z: stomps my foot to the beat #
Gabriela92: nods my head to the beat...taps my feet on the ring of my barstool....
xx-bobo-xx: them thongs for smo
D r a z: rocking as i wipe the bar .singing .........harder than a rock

kelli-: turns her back to the bar
xx-bobo-xx: the thongs for something

so small they cover a lot lol
stands up slowly..my butt crack rubbing the pole as i do.....swaying my hips and
rolling my hair in a circle to the pounding beat
Gabriela92: plays the rimshots and cymbal crashes on the edge of the bar with my hands....
kelli-: moving close as you move against the pole
dirtyrpgirl: stands with my legs open and my arms stretching over my
head.................smiling at kelli as only she can see my bare boobs
kelli-: dirty dancing
kelli-: whispers to dg
dirtyrpgirl: my butt clenched as i roll my hips to the front.......then the back................
karate820: Just watches. Living the show.
kelli-: hands up
kelli-: pause
kelli-: just my top
kelli-: hands up high.. dancing against your leg
kelli-: dirty dancing dirty
D r a z: woo hoo kelli
dirtyrpgirl: my hands on the bottom of kelli's halter and i just yank it down..laughing as i
hold it to my breasts
dirtyrpgirl: skippping across the stage.i jump down and scoot to the cage...........................
karate820: Wohoo. Nice.
dirtyrpgirl: tossing kelli her top as i open the door
dirtyrpgirl:

greygriffin20:
D r a z: woo hoo dirty
kelli-: holds it infront

of me

slimdugg: yesssss
kelli-: into the cage with
kelli-: see the haulter fly

dg
out of the cage
Gabriela92: turns my stool to face the lovely dancers in the cage....
dirtyrpgirl: shutting the door.........i rub my boobs to the bars of the cage................and with
my fingers in the top of my thomg...i tug it down as kelli gets in with me
karate820: Oh no. Here we go
slimdugg: watches the dancers and Gabi
dirtyrpgirl: with my thong down just above my cooter..................i reach around kelly and
undo her tight skirt............
xx-bobo-xx: wipes the sweat from me brow gettin very hot in here
karate820: Turns around back towards the bar shifts a little. Turns back around
dirtyrpgirl: showing the guys her bare ass and the back of her thong as i ask?........lower
?!!!.......more? !!!!!
slimdugg: �
greygriffin20: yes please
kelli-: rolls the thong.. barely there
greygriffin20:
slimdugg: yes
kelli-: working my ass to the beat
xx-bobo-xx: lower lower lower
kelli-: smiling at dg
karate820: Yes more dirty
Gabriela92: smiles at what
karate820: Keep going
D r a z: winks at the
kelli-: reaching over

I see going on in the cage....

two girls

i bend down........the crotch of my thong barely covering myself as i peel kelli's
thong and skirt down......................kissing her bare tummy as i do
kelli-: tugs
dirtyrpgirl:

dirtyrpgirl: winks at Draz.......
kelli-: humping the air gently

as you kiss my tummie
"Rock Me..."
tracing over her butt cheeks as the dress falls to her ankles
D r a z: rocking the room tonight
kelli-: steps out and kneels behind you
karate820: Eyes glued to the girls. My drink getting warm forgotten
kelli-: patting your ass to the beat
dirtyrpgirl: my nipples soo hard as i see her hot thong...inches from my face...........i bite at
the waistband of her thong.and tug it down.....revealing her perfect pussy
kelli-: running my hands down your thighs
Gabriela92: squirms at all the raw sensuality...
slimdugg: ooooooh yesss
dirtyrpgirl: then .................just rips them off of her and tosses them to karate....................
karate820: Its raw something
kelli-: hands over my head dancing
dirtyrpgirl: standing up and looking at you................now...your in the cage !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
kelli-: rocking to the song
kelli-: turning
karate820: Catches them mmm nice
kelli-: totally nude
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands to your breasts...................leaning in to kiss you as the music
fills the bar
kelli-: hair flying
Gabriela92: watches the beauty of Kelli in all her glory...
kelli-: kissing you deeply
karate820: Puts them next to my drink
kelli-: tongue twisting in your mouth
xx-bobo-xx: a vision of beauty
dirtyrpgirl: puts your hands to my thong...squirming some as your nails rake at my
hips.sucking your tounge deeply
Gabriela92: her lithe, tight little form gyrating, letting herself go totally free, in full view of
all the guys.....
kelli-: hands slowly pulling your thong
kelli-: not breaking the kiss
karate820: Takes a sip of my drink. Wetting my dry throat
dirtyrpgirl: i fall back to the cage bars behind me...............watching as your hands grab and
tear my thong..........................my long tall naked body with yours now............
Gabriela92: watches the thong slip off Dirty's smooth, rounded cheeks....
kelli-: tossing the shreaded thong toward the bar
xx-bobo-xx: trys to catch it woohoo lol
kelli-: the contrast in our bodies
D r a z: places the thong in the bin
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmm such a hot little thang you are...................
dirtyrpgirl: aw gn strawbeery !!!!!!!!!!! blows you a kiss
karate820: Tc straw
xx-bobo-xx: gn strawberry
kelli-: dancing .. inches from your face
dirtyrpgirl: our bodies so close.........our breasts touching as we dance.................kissing at
your lips as i look into your eyes
dirtyrpgirl: my hands on your shoulders..............swaying..and gyrating with you
kelli-: my hands on your hips
xx-bobo-xx: hands the dancing girls some ice cubes to play with lol
karate820: Mmm such perfect bodies
dirtyrpgirl: dropping my hands to pull you to me..............letting our bald pussies
touch.......................
kelli-: hips hump against you as I smile and laff
Gabriela92: They definitely
dirtyrpgirl: my long fingers

slimdugg: fans myself
dirtyrpgirl: grinding up

and down................my hands clenching your hot ass......looking in
your eyes still as our bodies move in unison
kelli-: hands move up the front of your body
D r a z: watching .....the girls down stop
dirtyrpgirl: oopsssssssssss.....dint mean to smear some juices on you....giggles
kelli-: smiles ... shower me if you want
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm arching back as your soft hands roam to my
upper body..............
kelli-: throwing my hips into you to the heavy beat
dirtyrpgirl: grins.................looks at the cage floor.............no plastic right now............down
there...........winks
kelli-: I'll clean it later
dirtyrpgirl: waves .wb to blonde as i grab kelli, in the cage and rubs my naked body to hers
karate820: Wb blonde
slimdugg: smiles
blonde_genius:

waves at dee gee in the middle of her dancing mojo

hands around your boobs.. thumbs flick your hard nipples .. then move around your
neck and kiss you
Gabriela92: gives Draz a little wave and quietly slips off my stool....
slimdugg: getting hot in here bg
dirtyrpgirl: spinning around as i kiss her................feeling the bars to my butt.pushing my
chest to your magic fingers........my head pressing to the bars behind me
kelli-:

blonde_genius: so it seems, and it was
kelli-: pulling you down to my size
kelli-:

pressing my body against you

slimdugg: yes it is getting downright
kelli-: pinning you to the bars
dirtyrpgirl: yessssssssssssssssss.....i
karate820: Beyond sensual

pretty steamy when I left

sensual now

scream out loudly

blonde_genius:

I think Draz has a button that drops a black drape over the cage if its too

blonde_genius:

hands Draz a fifty and asks for a bottle of smirnoff ice

hot...lol

as the tune changes...........i turn and grab the bars of the cage................and
rolls my body back and forth to them
kelli-: straightens you up and push you tight to the bars
D r a z: hands blonde the bottle an tills the bills
kelli-: hands move over your nude skin
karate820: Admiring the sensual display
dirtyrpgirl: stretching my arms through the bars.................as if to call out for
help..clenching my fists over and over as my body just quivers
xx-bobo-xx: watches as blonde put the bottle between her pink lips
dirtyrpgirl:

blonde_genius: ty...pops the top and sips it as I pivot
kelli-: feel me grab your butt and squeeze
slimdugg: smiles at blonde looking at her long legs

my chair side to side

looking back over my shoulder now...............loving the feel of your hands to my
bare ass..............
kelli-: kissing you
dirtyrpgirl:

blonde_genius: crosses my legs just for slim...lol
dirtyrpgirl: savoring your kiss as the music stops................
karate820: Finishes my drink.
slimdugg: smiles feeels even warmer
blonde_genius: watches karate finish his

drink

looks to Draz....motioning my eyes to the 2 satin robes...............a little help
please...............grins
slimdugg: claps my hands for the ladies
D r a z: passes the robes in through the cage
dirtyrpgirl:

kelli-: thanks Draz
xx-bobo-xx: stands and

claps for the dancin girls

kelli-: pulls the robe around me
D r a z: and waits for thegirls to

put them on
hold yours for you
dirtyrpgirl: thank You.....turns and hands kelli a robe.kissing her as she puts it on and i tie
the sash to her waist
kelli-:

blonde_genius:

best 10,000 calories you burned all day, ladies....smiles

D r a z: opens the cage door and lets them out
dirtyrpgirl: smiles...thank you blonde.......it aint over

yet though....giggles

kelli-: fans my red face with my hand
D r a z: an arm rund both girs .wakking them to the bar
dirtyrpgirl: tugs at the robe as i walk out of the cage, kissing

Draz's cheek as i walk
out...thank you baby !!!
kelli-: smiles up at Draz
xx-bobo-xx: leaves 50 on the bar for a drink for the ladys
D r a z: walks round the bar .........
dirtyrpgirl: slips onto a stool.smiling over at kelli
kelli-: slips onto the next stool
D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water and pours into a tall
glass over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to kelli *winks
kelli-: leans over .. kisssss you deeply
D r a z: dirty what woukd you like ?
blonde_genius: I have early work tomorrow...night all
dirtyrpgirl: making sure the front of my robe is closed....................cause...i

dont have any
panties on !!!!.......lol
D r a z: night blonde hgssssssss
kelli-: bi bi blonde.. thanx for cumming
xx-bobo-xx: gn blonde
dirtyrpgirl: just a glass of bubbly would be nice Draz...........smiles
dirtyrpgirl: breaking the kiss with kelli , just long enough to order.then kisses you again
kelli-: making sure the front of my robe doesn't close all the way because I don't have
ANYTHING on
D r a z: opens a bottle of Louis Roederer Cristal Rosé 2002 champagne and pours a flute
full and slides it over to dirty on a LAB coaster *winks .........only the best
kelli-: giggles .. kisss you deeply a second time
D r a z: winks at kelli .........
dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwww thank You sweety..gonna have to owe ya a
tip...cause if i bend over in this tiny robe.....everyones gonna see my zip code !!!!....laughs
kelli-: LOL
D r a z: laffssssssss
kelli-: it's not the zip code.. it's that package slot they wanna see

Kelli Dance with rodeo
kelli-:

jumps up onto the bar

kelli-: turns my back to the seats
sweet_rodeo_girl: hops up onto a bar stool on my knees and rolls my hips side to side
kelli-: top drops to the bar.. then the skirt
kelli-: ties the towel
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at kelli
kelli-: holds my hands out to rodeo... come up here
sweet_rodeo_girl: climbs up next to her
kelli-: turns away from the seats
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my hips hopes the towel stays in place
indyjones42: seconded gabi

lean forward and vote guys
dances with rodeo
indyjones42: I vote yes
kelli-:
kelli-:

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my ass ok vote
kelli-: HAHAHAHA @ indy
kelli-: politicians
sweet_rodeo_girl: lol yes what
ratherbe: to hard to make a decision
sweet_rodeo_girl: let me look tugs on kelli's towel
indyjones42: who cares, if the two butts are the answer I vote
kelli-: turns rodeo sideways for a profile.. dancing facing her
kelli-: shakes my ass at rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmm my vote is for kelli
D r a z: looks mosts studiously at the articles

yes

to be judged ........... damn it cant choose

......both cute and pert
kelli-: no way
kelli-: a tie???
sweet_rodeo_girl: dances around on the bar tugs the towel
kelli-: dances with rodeo .. towels moves as it wants
Gabriela92: My votes are.... 10.0, 10.0.
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at the bar as my hips move under the towel
D r a z: counnt the votes 10 each
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips and bumps them against kelli's
kelli-: clapping my hands over my head
ratherbe: stares all bug eyed at the lovely ladies dancing in the
sweet_rodeo_girl: looks into the mirror smiles and shakes my hair loose
kelli-: towel rides up and pops open and closed
D r a z: watches the hips bump to the beat
kelli-:

towels up on the bar

dances in back of rodeo.. fingers run through her moist hair

kelli-: mmmm smells soooo good
sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my hips making my towel rise up my thighs as i move up the bar
kelli-: clapping over my head
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks back at kelli letting the towel show off more than it should
kelli-: tries to whistle at the fine ass dancing up the bar
kelli-: nothing but air
D r a z: looks up at the bar at the two tushies shake
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around shaking my shoulders with the beat of the song
kelli-: slips the towel up my thighs .. winking at rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: whistlesssssssss go kelli
kelli-: giggle
kelli-: hips moving to the beat .. forward and back
kelli-: great music
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around an lifts my top up to just under my breasts winks at gabi and turns to face the
room
kelli-: wiggles my finger for rodeo to come next to me
sweet_rodeo_girl: stops smiles and lets my top fall back down as my thighs push the towel open on one side
greygriffin20:
sweet_rodeo_girl: walks down the bar to kelli smiles yes ?
kelli-: motions for you to turn and whispers in your

ear

ratherbe: my oh my
sweet_rodeo_girl: waves my arms over my head as i turn letting my thighs be seen more
D r a z: winks at kelli as she whispers to rodeo
kelli-: hands on your shoulders.. dancing behind you
kelli-: coping your moves
sweet_rodeo_girl: prsss and rolls my hips with the beat
kelli-: copying
sweet_rodeo_girl: pushs my ass back smiles and rocks my head side to side
kelli-: leans into rodeo
ratherbe: sits at the bar watching you
kelli-: fingers move up your arms

two lovely ladies dance

sweet_rodeo_girl: crosses my wrists over my head as my hips rock left..right ...left and back to bump against
kelli
kelli-: hands move back down your arms
kelli-: down your torso
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks rolls my hips with hers as my head sways with the beat
kelli-: around your hips trapping the towel slightly open
Gabriela92: returns to my seat.... puts my elbows on the bar... rests my chin on both hands,

looking dreamily up at the dancers...closes my eyes and takes a deep breath, catching
wisps of both perfumes....
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmm now now swings my hips between your hands
D r a z: smiles at the two girls as they dance

kelli-: thrusting my hips to your back side
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my ass up and back to keep between your hands as my hair hangs down my shoulders
kelli-: big grin at the music
sweet_rodeo_girl: moans a si feel kelli bump against my ass
kelli-: slow steady thrusting
kelli-: hands tighten on your hips
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips up and back nice and slow as my arms wave over my head making my top slide
up my tummy
D r a z: smiles at the girls ...... as they bump and grind
kelli-: hands slide up your ribs.. top higher with my hands
sweet_rodeo_girl: backs up so my back is touching tilts my head and moves into your hands more
kelli-: one hand around you, onto your tummie.. fingers spread wide as I thrust and hump
kelli-: pulls you back tightly
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmmm kelli wiggles as the cool air flows up under my top making my nipples grow hard
as we move with the music
kelli-: moves my hand down to the top of the towel around your waist
kelli-: slowly moves around your soft smooth skin
kelli-: nuzzling and kissing your neck
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles in circles closes my eyes and rocks my hips side to side in small circles
kelli-: doubles the beat with my hips
sweet_rodeo_girl: thrusts my hips up back a little faster a sthe beat changes
kelli-: brushes some hair back out of your face
sweet_rodeo_girl: looks around the room
sweet_rodeo_girl: slides my hands down to your hips smiles and rocks mine up and back
kelli-: twists the towel so it opens to the side
sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head as my fingertips grip the towel around your waist
sweet_rodeo_girl: pulls it open some smiles and kisses your neck as my hips grind against yours
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips to the new beat
kelli-: rockin my hips hard
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and tugs you closer by the towel
kelli-: moving in a small circle
kelli-: grabs the knot and laffs
kelli-: moves back as I tighten it
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmm kelli smiles as the towel almost comes untied from around your waist as i buck my
hips
kelli-: mine is up under my arms LMAO
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks i can fix that
kelli-: whispers to rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: pprssss at your whisper shakes my head and grips your hips more as mine sways with the
beat
kelli-: dancing back into you
kelli-: gotcha
kelli-: hands over my head .. hips moving to the beat
kelli-: backs up against rodeo
kelli-: leans forward .. head shaking back and forth
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my shoulders as i mirror your movements bumps my ass back against yours as we
sway with the beat
sweet_rodeo_girl: reties my towel as it starts to slip off
kelli-: turns slowly toward the seats
kelli-:
kelli-:

bumps your hip
1 2 3 bump 1 2 3 bump

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at the quiet room tosse smy head back as my ass bumps more
D r a z: sits mesmerised at the two dancers

fully expects LAB to burst into flames any moment from Kelli and Rodeo's
proximity.
karate820: Watches enjoying the dancing
kelli-: turns facing you.. my hands shimmering up and down your body .. not touching
Gabriela92:

sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs my top up and some to show off my tanned tummy and hips while i back up to kelli
kelli-: hands up your arms
karate820: Smiles at the exposed skin
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks spins around licks my lips and lets you see my firm breasts as they push my tee shirt
up more
ratherbe: i know i'm sitting here sweating from the heat these two lovely ladies are making
kelli-: eyes lock on yours as the blues breaks out
kelli-: slowly licking my lips
kelli-: hips move left left right right
sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls my hips left right and left with the beat
kelli-: switchies to match your moves
karate820:

Watches both sets of rolling and rocking hips

kelli-: inches closer to you
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as the blues make my head sway as my hips move as if they have a mind of their own
kelli-: noses almost touching
kelli-: eyes locked
kelli-: hands on my hips the towel opening some
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and wshimmys my shoulders making my hair cover my shoulders again
kelli-: leans back and bumps and grinds
D r a z: grins watching the blues infect the dancing

towel hangs open in the back
smiles
Gabriela92: rocks my shoulders side to side as my bottom rolls on the barstool, watching
Kelli and Rodeo rock out the blues....
kelli-:
kelli-:

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as my towel opens and closes while my hips sway with the blues
kelli-: moves around rodeo
karate820: Sits back. Smiling at the lithe bodies
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my fingers at gabi and dances over where she is sitting
kelli-: great songs

Gabriela92: wooooohooooooooooo.... Applause!!!!!
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips side to side letting her look up my towel as i reach over and pulls the towel off
of kellis hips
kelli-: catching the beat
sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses it onto the bar and smiles at her
greygriffin20:
Gabriela92: now THAT is a view...
kelli-: dancing around in my bikini
karate820: Watches the towl land
D r a z: watches the love fever
karate820: Smiles admiring

panties and strapless bra

spread through the girls

kelli-: dancing up to rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles down at Gabi as i spin around sways my hips an walks up the bar
kelli-: hands up
kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar
sweet_rodeo_girl: bumps hips with kelli as my hands wave over my head again
kelli-: dancing hard to the beat
sweet_rodeo_girl: and runs through my hair
D r a z: looks along the bar at the swinging hips
kelli-: plants feet and swings hips
kelli-: looking over my shoulder at rodeo
kelli-: licking my lips
sweet_rodeo_girl: stops in front of grey looks down and drops to my knees
Gabriela92: where is Grey, anyway?
kelli-: winks @ rather .. thrusting my hips

ratherbe: smiles and winks back at kelli
karate820: Slips back to my spot
sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my hair into his face as i rest back on my ankles while my shirt slides up my body
more
kelli-: emergancy towel run Gab??
ratherbe: as i watch her and sweet danceing upon the bar
sweet_rodeo_girl: stands up stops and jumps down onto the dance floor
kelli-: dancing to my knees infront of rather
kelli-: knees apart on the bar
D r a z: watches as rodeo heads for
kelli-: leaning forward .. shakin my

the dance floor
hair
Gabriela92: lets my eyes trace up the inside of Kelli's legs from the knees on up....
ratherbe: sitting here swaying to the the beat as kelli dances infront og me
karate820: Watches rodeo heading to the dance floor?
kelli-: leans out brushing rather with my hair
Gabriela92: taps out the beat of the song on the near edge of the bar....

sweet_rodeo_girl: makes sure my towel is tied tight an spins around on the dance floor waving my arms over
my head with my wrists crossed as if tied
Gabriela92: while keeping time with my foot on the ring of the barstool.
ratherbe: feels kellis hair brush across me
karate820: Woo go gabi
kelli-: smiles down at rather
kelli-: moves back up
kelli-: upper body moving the the
ratherbe: winks at kelli
karate820: Smiles as I watch rodeo
kelli-:

rhythm

hands up .. on my knees
girl the other

D r a z: eyes dart fromone
kelli-: leaning back
kelli-: farther
D r a z: as the

blues drives their hips

kelli-: shoulders .. music .. beat
karate820: Keep going rodeo
ratherbe: looks up as kelli dances

infront of me. eyes surveying her lovely curves

kelli-: bikinis tight .. searching for someplace to go
Gabriela92: drops my hands down onto my legs, and

a piano there....

plays the tops of my thighs like there's

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my head side to side and drops to my knees again on the end of the stage lowers my
head between my arms and closes my eyes
kelli-: rolls over backward and up to my feet
karate820: There we go rodeo wohoo
Gabriela92: air guitaring as I lean back
kelli-: claps out the beat for rodeo
kelli-: back down the bar
D r a z: smies as we watch rodeo
Gabriela92: Got to keep ridin'......

on the stool

dance out the beat

kelli-: sits with Draz and Gab watching rodeo
kelli-: clapping the beat
Gabriela92: quite a jam!!!!
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at kelli rolls over onto my hands and knees slowly crawls up the stage letting my ass
swing side to side with the rhytum an moves behind the curtain
karate820: That was awesome

watches the lights go down low, except for the one spot focused on Rodeo on
the stage....
ratherbe: spins on my bar stool to watch sweet dancing on the stage
D r a z: wow girls totally captivating ....................
Gabriela92: applauds the great dancing!!!!
Gabriela92:

sweet_rodeo_girl: stands and twrills around behind the long curtain lets my towel drop from my hips and casts
a shadow
ratherbe: turns back to kelli, winks and mouths the words Thank You Sweetie

Gabriela92ratherbe: then turns back to watch Sweet again
kelli-: winks at rather
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips with the new beat as my arms sway side to side over my head letting the room
see my shadow as i spin around in circles
slimdugg: i missed it
Gabriela92: Rodeo is still on stage, though
Gabriela92: behind the curtain, shadow dancing.
sweet_rodeo_girl: parts the curtain with my fingertips winks at the room as my left leg slides up the opening
showing off my long leg
slimdugg: whistles
D r a z: woo hoo
Gabriela92: watches Rodeo's larger-than-life shadow, back-lit, on the curtain...
Gabriela92: wooooo... nice leg!!!!
Gabriela92: reminds me to order earmuffs for next winter....
sweet_rodeo_girl: waves at all the men a smy hips thrust with the beat starts to open the curtain more but
shakes my head and slides my leg up and down as my back archs back and thrusts my hips
Gabriela92: lol at the old burlesque tune
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around and presses my back and ass against the curtain to give the guests an idea of
what is behind it
Gabriela92: looks at the outline from the harsh spotlight, softened by the curtain's fabric

and Rodeo's smooth curves.....
ratherbe: mmmmmmmmmmmm

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my hips claps my hands turns back to the room and dances into the curtain making it
form around and over my breasts
slimdugg: ooohhhhhh
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my hips as the spot light makes the curtain almost see through as i dance around
behind it
Gabriela92: the shadow dance reminds me of the opening of a James Bond film....
sweet_rodeo_girl: sings and spins i am a good girl
D r a z: smiles oh such a very good girl
sweet_rodeo_girl: opens the curtain sticks my head out and winks
slimdugg: winks
kelli-: gotta love the ending of that song
D r a z: winks back at rodeo
Gabriela92: claps enthusiastically
greygriffin20: *claps*
ratherbe: bravo bravo sweet
sweet_rodeo_girl: ty Draz for the tunes smiles and ducks back behind the curtain as the spot light goes out
slimdugg: claps
kelli-: applaudes
kelli-: yaaahhh
D r a z: winks at

rodeo
sweet ,.,.,.,.,.,.and stands and applauds the dancer .....wolf whistles

slimdugg: yeahhhhhhh
ratherbe: << gives sweet a standing ovation in more ways then one
sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles an tries to find something to put on seeing all i had on was a towel
Gabriela92: woooooooooooooo, great dancing, Rodeo!!!
Gabriela92: and yours, too, Kelli!!!
kelli-: brings a robe to rodeo
D r a z: passes rodeo a LAB robe behind the curtain ........peeking
D r a z: laffsssss
ratherbe: you ladies definately know how to entertain the troops

as i do

kelli-: now she has two
D r a z: laffs
sweet_rodeo_girl: ty kelli pulls her back behind the curtian with me
kelli-: giggles .. sorry Draz
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmmm ohhh laaaa laaaaaaaaaaaaa
D r a z: hehe ditto kelli
kelli-:

helps rodeo get the robe on

kelli-: kiss you back .. that was hot
sweet_rodeo_girl: prsssssssss bumps hips mmmmm the guys will go crazy if we stay back here
kelli-: so will I

Kelli Dance with Gabri
dances out to the floor.
moving easy to the music
kelli-: cha cha like step
Gabriela92: pivots my barstool to watch Kelli dance
ratherbe: sits back watching kelli dance all alone on the dance floor
kelli-: short steps to the beat
kelli-: head back .. hair hanging down .. damp tank tops plastered to my boobs
dirtyrpgirl: quilty pleasures !!!
kelli-:
kelli-:

trisha_29: lol
D r a z: stomps

to the beat as i watch kellis hips

kelli-: plants feel and shimmies to the beat
ratherbe: thinks how hot kelli looks in that wet
kelli-: leans back

tank top

arms out
moving left left right right
eyes follow kelli...
lostdad50: oh rahter see it dripping onto those heels and shoes shes wearing
kelli-:

kelli-: hips
Gabriela92:
trisha_29:

leans back watching kelli dance

put them behind the bar
kelli-: moves over next to everyone and dances hard to the beat
kelli-: switching to the new beat
kelli-: feet stomping out the beat
Gabriela92: matches kelli's swaying on my stool....
kelli-: leaning forward .. hair flying
Gabriela92: smiling as she passes down the line....
D r a z: wake it up and shake it up ...........
D r a z: wild wild woman
kelli-: dances as I move infront of Gab and dances with her infront of her stool
Gabriela92: swings my arms left and right...
kelli-: hands up and moves into her
Gabriela92: nodding my head to the beat watching Kelli
ratherbe: turns and watches kelli and gabby dance together
kelli-: snake like body movements as I move down her body
D r a z: watches thelithe body shimmy all the way down
kelli-: on my knees and nibbles the inside of her thighs
Gabriela92: hip rotations as Kelli slithers down....
Gabriela92: oooohhhh, jumps!
kelli-: shakin and shimming back to my feet
kelli-: leans forward into Gab and licks my lips
kelli-: grins as the beat changes
Gabriela92: digs my fingers into Kelli's hair and plants a kiss on her mouth...
kelli-: slips my tongue in your mouth
kelli-: shakin my ass to the music as we kiss
D r a z: winks at the naughty little girl
lostdad50: omg this is hot lol
Gabriela92: lets our tongues dance together in the warm wetness.
D r a z:

trisha_29:

someone give lost a towel!

kelli-: hands move slowly up GAbs body
ratherbe: hanna are you ok over there, you
Gabriela92: swiveling my hips slowly....
lostdad50: oh wait is kay here? lol
D r a z: passes lost a 10 gallon hat

not sure what i can say
breaks the kiss and licks Gab jaw up to her ear
swirls my tongue in your ear

lostdad50:
kelli-:
kelli-:

are kinda quiet

lets my jaw drop my mouth open... closing my eyes....
breaks into a wicked grin with my eyes closed...mmmmmm
kelli-: hands finally reach your chest and cup your boobs
Gabriela92: takes a deep breath as Kelli's hands grasp me...
kelli-: stand up straight to the slow beat .. thrusts my hips forward and back
kelli-: hands over my head
kelli-: hands move slowly down my body
Gabriela92: slides my hands down Kelli's torso from her armpits to her hips, following
hers....
D r a z: watches those hips as they swish inand out
kelli-: to the bottom of the tank top
Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the bottom of the tank top, and lifts it a little...
Gabriela92: showing Kelli's bare tummy...
kelli-: hands move back up
kelli-: over my head
kelli-: staring into your eyes
kelli-: slight smile
Gabriela92: lets my thumbs lightly stroke her tummy and lower ribs....
kelli-: hips grinding to the slow heavy beat
kelli-: grin wides
Gabriela92: runs the tip of my right index finger slowly and lighty around the perimeter of
Kelli's belly button....
kelli-: hips thrust forward and back .. body still
kelli-: smiles at Draz
D r a z: winks at kelli
dirtyrpgirl: hb baby
kelli-: leans my head back .. Gab has control
dirtyrpgirl: sititing on the stool and watches gabi and kelli
kelli-: looks around the bar.. everyone fall asleep?
Gabriela92: rolls the bottom hem of the tank top under itself....
dirtyrpgirl: not me..............smiles
D r a z: watching you mesmerised more like it
ratherbe: no way i could fall asleep with you to dancing like that
Devon26: i'm wide awake
Gabriela92: rests my open palms on the bare slender waist, just above your hip bones...
ratherbe: will have to mop the floor all around me from all the drool
kelli-: hands pull up the bottom of the tank and tie it up under my boobs
dirtyrpgirl: lol rather
Gabriela92: lets my fingertips lightly strum the smooth skin at Kelli's kidneys....
Devon26: leans back in my chair watches as gabi and kelli's sultry, sexy moves
kelli-: slowly spins .. working my hips in Gabs hand
kelli-: rocking back and forth.. my ass moving in rhythm
Gabriela92: turns my fingers downward, tracing the top edge of Kelli's shorts, just above
her pelvis....
slimdugg: smiles
kelli-: plants my feet and shimmys my ass
kelli-: flexing my bunns
kelli-: to the beat
Gabriela92: running my fingertips back and forth from her spine to her hips, over and
over....
D r a z: grins watching the tight buns
kelli-: moves back .. closer to you
Gabriela92: letting the first joint and fingertips occasionally disappear into the shorts...
kelli-: leans back with my head on your shoulder
kelli-: whispers to Gab
D r a z: watches as the beat infects kelli
Gabriela92: stands behind Kelli, letting her sway and leaning in to listen....
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

hands over my head pulling you against me
hips moving to the music
slimdugg: watches closely
Gabriela92: slides my hands around to Kelli's tummy, pulling her buns tight against my
pelvis....
kelli-: pushing my ass back and keeping the beat
Gabriela92: runs my fingertips up and down on the bare midriff....
Gabriela92: unbuttons the top of Kelli's shorts....
kelli-: turns my head and gently sucks your neck
kelli-: feels the button release
kelli-: shakes hips to the new beat
Devon26: my eyes transfixed as their bodies seem to move in unison to the beat of the
music
Gabriela92: runs my fingertips lightly along the skin just inside the now-loosened
waistband....
D r a z: eyes fixed on kelli's hips
kelli-: eyes closed .. dancing against you .. huge smile
Gabriela92: lowers Kelli's zipper about two inches....
kelli-: swirls my tongue in your ear
kelli-: feels my pants get very loose
Gabriela92: folds the top of Kelli's shorts down, all the way around the waistband...
kelli-: swirls my hips as the begin to drop
Gabriela92: sees the pink elastic waistband of her black lycra shorts, now visible to
everyone in the room...
kelli-: pulls Gab to the dance floor as my pants slip down and I step out of them
kelli-: flip the up with one foot and catch them
kelli-: toss them onto Gabs stool
Gabriela92: tucks my thumbs into the top of the panties and stretches them away from
Kelli's tummy before letting them snap back in place....
kelli-: laffs and backs into you close
kelli-: sway to the music
kelli-: in my skin tight boy shorts and tie up tank
Gabriela92: runs my fingertips around in small circles on the parts of Kelli's tushy hanging
out the bottom of her boyshorts....
D r a z: watches kelli as the beat takes off again
kelli-: pressing back against your hands
kelli-: lifts my legs high and stomps out the beat
Gabriela92: takes a handful of that sweet, rounded tushy in each palm, and lifts it up.....
Devon26: goes back to watching the lovely ladies bodies swaying to and fro in rhythm to
the beat of the music
kelli-: shakes my ass in your hands
D r a z: watches that ass ...........so tight in those hands
Gabriela92: reaches around to the back of my red leather miniskirt, and lowers the zipper...
kelli-: plants my feet and shimmys by lifting and dropping my heals .. left right left right
quickly
kelli-: dances around Gab
kelli-: hands on your body
Gabriela92: swivels, letting time and gravity work on the loosened skirt....
Gabriela92: until it falls on its own to the stage floor.....
slimdugg: �
kelli-: takes your hand and helps you step out of the mini
kelli-: dancing .. holding your hand
Gabriela92: looks at how our underwear contrasts... Kelli's black with pink waistband, mine
white with red piping...
Gabriela92: shrugs the red short jacket off my shoulders....
kelli-: plants feet infront of Gab and moves the rest of me to the beat
kelli-:
kelli-:

mrcountry_1:

it all in

finds easy chair again and sits down chillin as attempted earlier and just takes

reaches across and behind Kelli, dancing so close our breasts are grazing one
another...
kelli-: moves to the music
kelli-: hands over my head with Gab holding me
Gabriela92: grasps the back of her lifted tank top, and peels it smoothly up and over her
head and off her arms....
slimdugg: you are welcome
kelli-: holds it an laffs.. turns and whispers.. no bra
Gabriela92: looks down at her pretty chest...
Gabriela92: runs my thumbs quickly back and forth across her nipples a few times....
kelli-: thrusting my hips and the nipple grow hard mmmmmm
kelli-: nipples sooooo sensitive
kelli-: k
kelli-: ok
Gabriela92: dances backwards from kelli a few steps...
kelli-: holds your hips and moves with you
D r a z: watches as the two girls dance into each other
kelli-: hands around your body
Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience and unbuttons my black silk blouse....
Gabriela92: hips and buns swaying all the time....
D r a z: winks at kelli as she watches gabi strip ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. thunder in the air
kelli-: dancing around you
Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders and bares them as the blouse falls to my elbows....
slimdugg: fans myself
kelli-: standing infront of you with my hand on my chin .. tapping my foot to the beat
Gabriela92: rolls one shoulder, then the other....
kelli-: watching the blouse fall
kelli-: mouth and eyes fly open
kelli-: WWWWWOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!
Gabriela92: holds the blouse up so that kelli can slip it on, but leave it unbuttoned....
Gabriela92: whispers... "feel how soft and smooth that silk feels on your bare nipples."
kelli-: ties the arms around my waist.. LIKE THIS???
kelli-: pulls up the tails and rubs it across my chest .. mmmmmm
Gabriela92: especially as you sway dancing, with it brushing the skin...
kelli-: ooookkkayyy..
kelli-: dances hard and I put on the blouse
Gabriela92: puts my hands on the bottom of my bra cups... lifting and pushing together....
Gabriela92: slowly slithering my torso...
kelli-: licks my lips and leans in laffing
slimdugg: oooohhhhhhhhhh
D r a z: watches as the girs dance
Gabriela92: grinding my hips slowly...
kelli-: giving Gab a kiss and laffing at her antics
kelli-: feet pounding out the rhythm
Gabriela92: lays my head back, and laughs, too!!!
kelli-: hair flying everywhere
Gabriela92: bends far backwards, letting my hair fall down my back and shaking my
boobies at the ceiling....
kelli-: dances around Gab
kelli-: shaking my hair across her body
Gabriela92: hip bumps Kelli, one side, then the other....
kelli-: bump bump bump bump
Gabriela92: straddles her left leg and does a grinding dry hump on her thigh....
slimdugg: ahhhhhhh
kelli-: moves in closer
Gabriela92:

D r a z: wild dancing
kelli-: thrusting
slimdugg: yeahhh
Gabriela92: releases

girls

my thighs, slaps her on the butt, and skips down the stage to the
pole....
kelli-: dances down with Gab
Gabriela92: holds the pole in both hands, feet spread wide...
Gabriela92: shakes hips left and right once to each beat
kelli-: runs and slides between your legs
kelli-: pops up on the other side
Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis front and back....
kelli-: shakin and dancing behind you
kelli-: leans in and shakes my hair in your face
Gabriela92: swings left and right, two handed on the pole, leaning back.....
D r a z: grins as we watch the girls
Gabriela92: turns my back against the pole, facing directly away from the audience...
kelli-: clap my hands over my head to the beat watching you and dancing with my feet
D r a z: stomps my feet to the beat
Gabriela92: bends forward at the waist...pushing my buns on both sides of the hard, stiff
pole...
D r a z: we wannna get rocked
kelli-: nothing like a hard stiff pole in your slit
Gabriela92: shifts my hips a little left and right, letting my buns rub the pole...
kelli-: laffing and clapping
kelli-: hips pick up the hard beat
Gabriela92: bends my legs slightly and does some shallow squats... letting the pole slide up
and down between my butt cheeks....
kelli-: you guys should see the view I have... hand fans my face
D r a z: smiles can see it very well fromn here .......... turn the fans on
Bad choice_1: shhhhhhhh lol im watching
Gabriela92: pulls down my bra cups and flashes kelli my boobs, where the audience can't
see.....
kelli-: mmmmm .. licks my lips
Gabriela92: pulls them back up...
kelli-: snap
kelli-: dances around you
Gabriela92: turns to face the pole...
Gabriela92: straddles it, scooting me feet forward...
Gabriela92: puts both hands on the pole, about chest high....
Gabriela92: leans back, letting my hair fall...
Gabriela92: scoots feet further forward, one on each side of the pole....
Gabriela92: bends my knees, and scoots my feet still further forward....
D r a z: claps to the beat as i watch the girls
Gabriela92: my spine almost parallel to the floor....
slimdugg: sits near a fan watching
Gabriela92: grasps the pole firmly, leans further back, and scoots feet forward until the
front of my panties touches the cool, smooth metal of the pole....
D r a z: smiles watching gabri ......... as she slides on the pole
Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis and flexes my knees to slide my panty front up and down the
hard, stiff object....
Gabriela92: grinds my hips in a slow oval, pressed tight to the pole....
Gabriela92: then back to up and down... up and down.... up and down....
D r a z: smiles watching her sensualwrithing on the pole
D r a z: looks around did kelli fall off the stage ?
Gabriela92: bends my knees more and lower myself hand over hand until my shoulder
blades touch the stage floor...
D r a z: grins watching gabri bend right back

lifts my heels to hump the pole with my crotch..
flips my feet back over my shoulders in a reverse roll, and lays on my stomach
on the stage...
Gabriela92: gets to my hands and knees, and crawls cat-like to the far end, matching the
song rhythm....
D r a z: watches as gabri writhes about
Gabriela92: swinging hips a little with each step...
kelli-: dancing back to Gab
Gabriela92: rolls over onto my back and lifts my feet up for kelli to grab....
kelli-: holds your feet
Gabriela92: bounces my hips in the air....
Gabriela92: touching the stage only with my shoulder blades and arms...
kelli-: puts your heels on my shoulders looking down at you
Gabriela92: runs my hands up from my knees to my hips... up my tummy and over my boobs
to my shoulders....
Gabriela92: flips over backwards to my feet and stands...
Gabriela92: goes down into the splits...
kelli-: dancing around you
Gabriela92: swings both feet together in front, leans back, and rolls sideways....
kelli-: steps over you and dancing
D r a z: watching the hips shaking
kelli-: shaking my ass at the bar
Gabriela92: rolls one way and the other under Kelli, making her step over one side of me,
then the other....
Gabriela92: runs my hands up her legs... and down... up again...
Gabriela92: extends my hands so she can pull me to my feet....
kelli-: squats over you and pulls you up
D r a z: winksat the girlswand wipes the bar
Gabriela92: dances facing Kelli, bodies touching....
Gabriela92: tossing hips left and right in unison...
slimdugg: whew
Gabriela92: nodding head up and left, up and right....
kelli-: stepping but not moving as we dance together
kelli-: whispering back and forth.. cooking something up
Gabriela92: pulls Kelli close and presses our pelvises together....
D r a z: smiles and places two waters on the bar
Gabriela92: legs interleaved....
Gabriela92: centers slightly offset....
kelli-: picks up the beat with my hips .. dirty dancing
Gabriela92: feeling Kelli's hip bone pressing firmly into the center of my tummy...
Gabriela92: I reach around behind her and rub the bare skin of her lower back...
kelli-: arms on your shoulders .. swaying
kelli-: hands move up your neck and face
kelli-: holding you as I kiss you
Gabriela92: pushes the back of her panties down to the bottom of her buns..... then does
the same to mine...keeping our pelvises pushed tightly together....
kelli-: hands move up to your lower back as we sway
Gabriela92: just two thin layers of fabric between us in the front...
kelli-: lowering my body to your thigh
Gabriela92: swaying in harmony...
kelli-: sucking your neck gently
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

lol what a line to walk in on
hello Draz hugz
trisha_29: hi blonde you sexy bomb shell!
blonde_genius:
blonde_genius:

feels the smooth skin of her torso grazing my hip..
licking up to your ear
Gabriela92: breathes deeply....
Gabriela92:
kelli-:

nibbles your ear lobe
pressing against you
kelli-: skin on your skin
Gabriela92: slips our panties back up in the back, and holds you, swaying slowly to the soft
music....
kelli-: turns and backs into you
kelli-: pulls your hands onto my body
Gabriela92: nuzzles Kelli's neck and shoulder, placing soft kisses on the tender skin...
kelli-: swaying with the music
kelli-: arms over my head . .pulling you closer
Gabriela92: arms wrapped around Kelly from behind, hands flat on her tummy, fingers
spread....
kelli-: the blouse opens
Gabriela92: runs a finger lightly up your centerline, from the little bow in the front of your
boyshorts, up across your belly button...
Gabriela92: right up your sternum...
Gabriela92: shifts both hands to your collarbones, fingertips pointed upward, caressing
them....
kelli-: feel my body shiver as I twist and kiss your neck
Gabriela92: drops my hand to take Kelli's hand, and walks her back to our barstools....
smiling and beaming....
D r a z: stands an appaluads kelli and gabri ........great dancing you 2 .........
kelli-:
kelli-:

